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ABSTRACI’
The subject of this set of lectures is nuclear fission. A brief
description
of nuclear fission is made at the beginning
of these
lectures. This description is followed by the study of several aspects
of nuclear fission that are related to the safety of nuclear reactors.
This study includes the temperature
dependence
of the reactivity
of
fast breeders and pressurized-water
reactors and the role played in
this respect by the low-energy
neutron-induced
fission cross section
of 235U and the fission cross section of 23gPu. Finally, the properties
of the fission products are reviewed with the consequences
for the
knowledge of the decay heat and the delayed-neutron
properties.

1. INTRODUC’I’ION

.

.

Nuclear fission is certainly one of the most significant scientific
discoveries that had a great impact on society because the enormous
energy release
that this process
provides
can be used for very
important civilian and military applications.
The importance
of these
applications
was realized shortly after the discovery
of fission in
1938 and stimulated many studies, most of which were kept secret
for a long time because of the key role played by fission in nuclear
weapons.
But fission is also a very complex phenomenon
worth
studying in itself because it gives access to unusual properties
of
nuclear matter. The properties
of fission were reviewed recently at
various conferences
held to celebrate the fiftieth anniversary
of the
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discovery
of this nuclear process. The vast amount of information
gathered on this occasion can be found in the proceedings
of these
conferences ([Gau 88], [HKO 89], [BC 89], [Len 89]). Although the
properties of nuclear fission are known sufficiently well for the safe
production and use of nuclear energy, not all aspects of the process
of nuclear fission itself are understood.
This still imperfect
basic
knowledge of fission is due to the extreme complexity of this process,
which involves a wide range of deformations
of nuclear matter from
near sphericity
to extreme
deformations
that culminate
in the
breaking of the nucleus into two fragments.
These few lectures have the limited goal of focusing only on
some safety-related
aspects of fission. Nevertheless,
Chap. II gives a
brief general presentation
of fission, with some basic definitions,
before treating more specialized
aspects of this nuclear process. A
somewhat arbitrary selection of these aspects is made in the rest of
these lectures. The Doppler effect, which is an important aspect of
the safety of fast breeders, is treated in Chap. III. The 23 gPu fission
cross section, which plays an important role in the safety of fast
breeders, is discussed in Chap. IV. The influence of temperature
on
the reactivity
of pressurized-water
reactors (PWRS), which depends
on the behavior at low neutron energy of the fission cross section
and of the number q of fission
neutrons
per absorbed
incident
neutron for 235U, is discussed in Chap. V. Some properties
of the
fission products also play an important role in nuclear safety in case
of a shutdown of a nuclear reactor. For this reason, the yields of
fission products are discussed first in Chap. VI. Then the decay heat,
which is generated in the irradiated
nuclear fuel by these fission
products when the nuclear reactor is shutdown, is treated in Chap.
VII. In the same manner, the properties of delayed neutrons emitted
by the fission products are discussed in Chap. VIII. Finally, some
conclusions are drawn in Chap. IX.
II.

GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FISSION PROCESS

●

●

A. Introduction
After more than fifty years of study, many properties of fission
have been determined.
However, many aspects of this phenomenon
still remain unknown. This still imperfect basic knowledge of fission
is due to the great complexity
of this process, which involves an
extreme range of nuclear deformations
from near sphericity
to the
breaking
of the fissioning
system.
Conventional
nuclear
models
commonly
used in studies involving
nuclear structure
and nuclear
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reactions
were initially
developed
for relatively
small
nuclear
deformations
and, therefore,
were not suited for the description
of
the dramatic rearrangement
of nucleons occurring
in fission. When
similar models were used for the understanding
of the experimental
fission results, they rarely stemmed from basic nuclear theory but
rather were of phenomenological
nature. Also, the understanding
of
fission requires an accurate knowledge
not only of the statics but
also of the dynamics of this process. Although the statics are now
well described
by a semiclassical
method
described
below,
the
dynamics are much more difficult to understand and are still poorly
known.
the subject of nuclear fission.
Chapter II briefly introduces
More details can be found in the numerous books on fission (see [VH
73], [Mic 81], and [Wag 91]). A broad presentation
of the various
phases of the fission process is first made in Sec. 11.B. Then the
statics of the phenomenon
are described
in Sec. 11.C with special
emphasis
on the semiclassical
method widely used to obtain the
barrier
of the
surface
(PES)
and the fission
potential-energy
for the fission process of the
fissioning
system. The consequences
complex barrier shapes thus obtained are also described in Sec. 11.C.
The concept of fission channel, which is central to the understanding
of fission, is discussed in Sec. 11.D.
B. Various Phases of the Fission Process
Ignoring its complexity,
the fission
actinide region can be broadly described
different
phases:
●

●

●

formation

of the initial

transition

from the initial

in-flight de-excitation
by prompt processes;

“ de-excitation

of a heavy nucleus in the
as the succession
of four

state;
state to scission;

of the fission
and

of the fission

products

fragments,

by delayed

after

scission,

processes.

1. Formation of the initial state. The nucleus that undergoes
fission is called (AF, ZF) after its mass and atomic numbers AF and ZF,
respectively, and the fissioning state in this nucleus is labeled Lf.

3

The simplest state kf that can be found is the ground state of
the nucleus, in which case fission occurs spontaneously
without any
external interaction;
this is spontaneous
fission. This type of fission
can occur also for relatively long-lived isomeric states. The fissioning
state k f can also be formed in a nuclear reaction; this is induced
fission. In the following, only spontaneous fission or neutron-induced
fission are considered.
For neutron-induced
fission,
with a target nucleus
(A,Z)
usually in its ground state, the nature of the state kf depends on the
energy
En of the incident neutron. At low energy, the neutronnucleus
interaction
is dominated
by the compound-nucleus
(CN)
mechanism;
the states k f are simply the CN states. The excitation
energy E* of a if state formed with an incident neutron of energy En
is simply
(11.1)

E“ = S.(AF,ZF) + &&,

where Sn( AF, ZF)
nucleus.

is the neutron

separation

energy

in the fissioning

Typical values of Sn range from 4.5 MeV to 6.5 MeV for
actinides and vary from one nucleus to another because of the oddeven character
of ZF or the neutron number NF of the fissioning
nucleus. This reflects the effect of the pairing force between protons
and between neutrons. For example
Sn = 6.5 MeV for ZS6U (ZSSU + n), and
S. = 4.8 MeV for ZS%J (Z3SU + n).

(11.2)

This difference in the excitation energy caused by pairing is
responsible for the fact that 23SU is fissile by slow neutrons, whereas
238u is not.

The spin J of a CN state is determined by the coupling of the
spin I of the target nucleus with the orbital angular momentum 1 and
the spin s = % of the incoming neutron. For s-wave (1 = O) neutrons,
whose contribution
is predominant
at low energy, the spin J takes
the simple form

4

J= 1*~,

forl=o.

The parity z of the CN state is determined
the target nucleus and the angular momentum 1:

(11.3)
by the parity n’ of

●

~ =

n’ x (-1)1 ,

(11.4)

.“

When E* is small, fission proceeds essentially through the CN
state Lf. This is the so-called “first chance” fission. At higher energies,
the excited nucleus can evaporate
one or more neutrons,
and the
residual nucleus may still have enough excitation energy to fission.
This is the second- or third-chance
fission if one or two neutrons,
respectively,
are evaporated
before fission. In these cases, fission
does not occur from a single initial state but rather through
a
mixture
of states. This multiplicity
of initial
states renders
the
analysis of the experimental results
more difficult.
2. Transition
can be described
in
fission-barrier
concept
described below and
the fission barrier is

collective
well.

from the initial state to scission. This transition
terms of three phases with the help of the
discussed in Sec. 11.C. These phases are briefly
are illustrated in Fig. II. 1 where, for simplicity,
assumed to present only one single hump.

First,
the fissioning
oscillations
of moderate

nucleus
undergoes
a series
of
amplitude in the nuclear potential

Secondly, one of the above oscillations causes the system
to penetrate the fission barrier by crossing the saddle point where
the fission barrier presents
a maximum.
The penetrability
of the
fission barrier plays a major role in the fission probability
and,
consequently,
in the fission
cross sections.
When the excitation
energy E* of the fissioning system is below the barrier height Ef, the
fission is said to be subthreshold, e.g., as for the fission of 238U by
slow neutrons. Fission is above threshold otherwise, e.g., as for the
fission induced by slow neutrons in 235U. Nuclei like 238U (23SU) are
called nonfissile (fissile) by slow neutrons, or more simply, nonfissile
(fissile).

toward

Lastly, the system
increasing deformation

goes rapidly down the fission barrier
until it breaks into two fragments
at

5

the scission point. The breaking of the nucleus in more than two
fragments
at scission is ignored here. In this last and irreversible
phase, the dynamical aspects, inertia and dissipation,
are important
but are also ignored here.
.

.

3. In-flight

de-excitation
of the fission
fra~ments
after
scission bv momDt mocesses.
This phase corresponds
to the mutual
Coulomb repulsion of the two primary fragments formed at scission
and to the prompt de-excitation
of these fragments by neutron or yray emission, or both, until they reach a quasi-stable
state that can
be either their ground state or an isomeric state.
When the fission fragments are formed at scission, they are
no more subjected
to the short-range
nuclear attraction,
and they
repel each other by the long-range
electrostatic
force. After full
acceleration,
the fragments acquire a total kinetic energy E~ that is
the sum of their Coulomb energy VC and prescission
energy E= at
scission. This leads to the following expression:
(11.5)
where AE~ is the small recoil energy of the fragments caused by the
emission of neutrons and photons during the fragment in-flight deexcitation
process.
Just before scission, the fragments are kept elongated by the
nuclear force. But immediately
after scission, the fragments
are no
more forced to be strongly deformed because of the suppression
of
the nuclear attraction. Consequently,
their deformation
becomes close
to that of their ground state. The deformation
energy D~C that is
liberated in this manner adds to the excitation energy E& acquired by
the nuclear system at scission as a consequence of dissipation during
the descent to scission. Therefore,
the total
both fragments just after scission is

excitation

energy

1$0 f

d

~=

(11.6)

DSc+E;c.

.

scission

Experimentally,
it is not possible
to
properties
because
the experimental

determined

are not E% or E~

but

6

&

and

have access to
quantities
that

E:.

This

is

why

the
are
the

knowledge
elusive.

of the fissioning

of the properties

The mass
following relation:

numbers

&of

.

.

the

system

primary

at scission

fragments

obey

AF=A~+A~.
This relation

assumes

no particle

is so

the

(11.7)
emission

at scission.

flight
fragment
Each
excited
fission
de-excites
in
preferentially
by neutron evaporation
if the excitation energy of the
fragment
is above the neutron emission
threshold
and by y-ray
emission if the excitation
energy is or falls below this threshold.
Prompt fission neutrons are emitted after about 10-17 s and prompt
y-rays after about 2x1 0-14 s, as illustrated in Fig. 11.2. Each fragment
i emits v pi prompt neutrons. The total number of prompt neutrons
emitted by both fragments is Vp:
Vp = Vpl + Vpz .

(11.8)

In these conditions,
the mass numbers
fragments
i, after prompt-neutron
emission,
following relations:
&=Ai+vpi,
A~=A~+A2+vp.

and

Ai of the secondary
are
given
by the

(11.9)
(11.10)

In neutron-induced
fission,
an interesting
parameter
to
consider is q, the average number of prompt neutrons emitted per
absorbed incident neutron. The value of q is given by the following
expression:
(11.11)
where ~ is the average of prompt neutrons per fission, whereas
and %y are the fission and capture cross sections, respectively.
During the process
of prompt
fragments are called secondary fragments.

7

Cti

de-excitation,
the fission
At the end of prompt de-

excitation, when the secondary fragments are at rest
medium
surrounding
the fissioning
system,
these
called fission products.

.

in the physical
fragments
are

4. De-excitation of the fission Droducts by delayed mocesses~
The delayed decay processes are governed by the weak interaction
or by slow y-ray transitions
and correspond
to times longer than
about 1 ms. The fission products are located away from the line of ~
stability
on the neutron-rich
side, even after prompt
neutron
emission because of the curvature of this ~ stability line for heavy
nuclei. Therefore, the fission products are still unstable and decay by
~- emission toward the line of Jj stability. The ~- emission is usually
followed
by y-ray emission because the residual nucleus is generally
left in an excited state after ~-ray emission. The emission of delayed
~-rays and y-rays is at the origin of the decay heat discussed in more
detail in Chap. VII.
Note that the de-excitation
of the fission
fragments
by
prompt-neutron
emission
discussed
in Sec. 11.3 does not occur
because
the fragments
are neutron
rich
but because
neutron
evaporation
is much faster than either charged-particle
emission,
which is hampered by the Coulomb barrier, or y-ray emission.
In a pure ~-ray decay, the transition is isobaric because the
nucleon number is not modified by this decay. One can therefore talk
about “mass chains” of fission products. Up to seven ~-rays can be
emitted
by the fission products
produced
in the thermal-neutroninduced fission of 23SU. In a few cases, the residual nucleus following
j3- decay can be excited above the neutron-emission
threshold,
and
then it decays primarily by neutron emission. This origin of delayed
neutrons
is discussed
in more detail in Chap. VIII. In case of
delayed-neutron
emission, the mass number is not conserved
in the
decay of the fission fragment.

.

.

The total number of neutrons v emitted per fission is the
sum of the number v p of prompt neutrons and the number v d of
delayed
neutrons:
v = Vp + Vd.
(11.12)

decays

The prompt decays of the fission fragments and the delayed
of the fission products are illustrated in Fig. 11.3.

8

.

The total energy release in fission is the sum of the total
kinetic energy of the fission fragments
and of the energy of the
radiations
emitted in the prompt and delayed processes,
including
the energy carried away by neutrinos, which play no role in nuclear
energy. For thermal-neutron-induced
fission of 23SU, the total fission
energy is about 202 MeV, about 170 MeV is for the kinetic energy of
the fission fragments,
11.7 MeV is for prompt radiation,
and 21.3
MeV is for delayed radiation (including 8.6 MeV of neutrino energy).
C. Potential-Ener~v

Surface

and Fission

Barriers

Introduction=
The statics of fission are governed
variation of the total energy (also called the potential energy)
fissioning system as a function of deformation in the transition
the initial state to scission. The determination
of this potential
necessitates the knowledge of the shape of the system defined
set {s} of shape parameters si in number n:
1.

(s} = Sl, S2, S3, .... s~.

by the
of the
from
energy
with a

(11.13)

The choice of {s} depends on the shape of the system that
strongly
varies
from the initial
state
to scission.
For small
deformations,
a spherical harmonic expansion of the nuclear shape is
adequate,
but for largely deformed
states, especially
at scission,
other shape parameterizations
are necessary,
sometimes
with two
centers.
The plot of the potential energy V( {s }) as a function of n
deformation
parameters
in an (n+l)-dimensional
space is the PES.
The motion of the fissioning nucleus on the PES is the fission path.
The PES can be represented
by contour plots as a function of two
shape parameters
only, as in Fig 11.4. The PES can also be
represented more simply as a function of one single shape parameter
s 1, usually
elongation,
whereas
the other shape parameters
are
adjusted to minimize V( {s ] ). The variation of V( {s 1}) with S1 is the
fission barrier. An illustration of the fission barrier for ZAOPU is given
in Fig. 11.4.
The exact calculation of the PES is a very difficult problem
especially for very large deformations and is still a challenge for the
theorists.
The various
models used in these calculations
can be

9

classified
in three categories:
macroscopic,
semiclassical
or hybrid,
and microscopic. These models are briefly reviewed below.

.

models.
In these models, the nucleus is
2. Macroscopic
treated as a bulk of incompressible
nuclear matter with a sharp or a
diffuse boundary. The motion of” the nucleons inside the nucleus is
ignored. An example of such models is the liquid-drop model (LDM)
in which the nucleus is represented as a drop of incompressible
and
positively charged liquid. The variation of V( {s }) with the shape of
the drop is the result of the interplay between the Coulomb energy
EC( (s }) and the surface tension ES( {s}). For a spherical drop of radius
RO, these energies are called @ and E:, respectively,
and are given by
the following expressions:
(11.14)

and

(11.15)
In these expressions,
z is the surface energy per unit area,
S N is the nuclear area, Ze is the electric charge of the drop, and ~ and
a ~ are the coefficients
of the Coulomb
and the surface
terms,
respectively,
in the Weizsacker mass formula.
The energy V( (s }) is sometimes expressed
dimensionless
parameter C({s ) ) defined as
C({s})=

E,({s])

+lZc({S})

- @ ‘E:

.

in terms

of the

(11.16)

E:
{

For small deformations
terms of a spherical-harmonics
be expressed as

of quadruple
nature, described
in
expansion,
the parameter ~( {s }) can

(11.17)
v
of the spherical harmonics YZM, and x is
Coulomb
to the surface
energies
at

c((s})=#l-x)~la2/,

where a ZW is the coefficient
one-half
the ratio of the
sphericity:

x .=

2E~

.LXZ$
Zas
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(11.18)

The parameter

x defined

by Eq. II. 18 is called

the fissility
2a,

.

which
parameter and its value is determined by that of the ratio ~,
is about 50. Therefore, x is smaller than 1 for all known nuclei, and
the energy V( {s }) increases with deformation for these nuclei, at least
for small deformations.
At large deformation,
there is a point in the PES where
V( {s }) is stationary as a function of all deformation parameters si:

tw({s})

= O, for all

SiS.

(11.19)

ti!$i

This point presents a maximum for the variation of V( {s }) as
a function of the elongation parameter but a minimum as a function
of the other shape parameters. If the PES is drawn as a function of
two shape parameters,
one of which being the elongation,
then the
shape of the PES looks like a saddle, hence the name of saddle point
given to this extremum (see Fig. 11.5).
The difference
between V( {s }) at the saddle point and at
sphericity is the fission barrier height Ef. The value of this height is
about. 6 MeV for z q6U, which is a small difference
between the
increase of Es (about 100 MeV) and the decrease of EC (about -100
MeV) between the saddle point and sphericity. This point illustrates
the difficulty
in obtaining
reliable
values of Ef, which
is very
sensitive to model calculations.

.

3. Semiclassical
models. These models are a combination of
macroscopic
models and quantal corrections
that take into account
the shell structure of the nucleons in the nucleus. This method has
been in use for a long time for small deformations but was extended
with great success to large deformations
by Strutinsky
[Str 66].
Calculations
with the semiclassical
models
are made under the
assumptions that most of the potential energy is VM {[s }) as given by
the macroscopic
model and that the quantum nature of the nucleus
modifies this energy by a small shell-energy
correction
AE Sh( {s })
determined
by the single-particle
density
gF( {s }) at the Fermi
surface. Under these conditions,
V({S})

= VM({S})

11

+ AEsh({s}).

(11.20)

Because
gF({s})
varies with deformation,
the correction
AE~h({s})
oscillates
along the fission
path. The result
of this
combination
is a double-hump
fission barrier for actinide nuclei (see
Fig. 11.6).
A double-hump
barrier shape has important
consequences
for the fission process (see [Mic 73], [Mic 76], and [BL 80]). Some of
these consequences
are briefly listed below.
a. Fission isomers.
These are in fact shape isomers in the
second well of the fission barrier. They can de-excite by spontaneous
fission by tunneling
through the outer barrier,
and they have a
shorter
fission
half-life
than the ground state in the first well
because they tunnel only through the outer barrier and at a higher
energy. Since the historic discovery of the zQzAm fission isomer in
Dubna [Pol+ 62], many other fission isomers have been identified. A
list of these isomers is given in Fig. 11.7.
Vibrational
resonances.
They are caused by vibrational
levels in the second well of the fission barrier. A famous example is
given by the subthreshold
resonance
at a neutron energy of about
715 keV in the neutron-induced
fission of z30Th ([B1o 89]). Highresolution
measurements
and a detailed analysis of this resonance
now show that this resonance is caused by a shallow third well in the
fission barrier (see Fig. 11.8).
b.

,

c. Intermediate
structure
in the subthreshold
fission cross
sections.
This effect came also as a surprise in measurements
of the
23 TNp neutron-induced
fission
cross
section
below
the fission
threshold,
which is at 750-keV
incident
neutron
energy.
In the
resonance region, fission resonances appear much greater than those
predicted
by conventional
fission-barrier
penetrations,
and they are
grouped in clusters much more widely spaced than the resonances
observed in the total cross section (see Fig. 11.9). This effect, which
was observed later in other nonfissile nuclei, such as Q’$OPU,is now
currently interpreted in terms of CN states in the second well of the
fission barrier.
An extension
toward
extreme
deformations
(beyond
second saddle point up to scission) of the PES calculations
with
semiclassical
method
shows
the existence
of valleys
that
influence the fission properties
(see [Mic 88]). An example of
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the
the
can
the

effect of such valleys is the bimodal fission observed
for heavy
258Fm
to
268
[104]),
which
are
formed
in
heavy-ion
actinides (from
reactions ( [Hul+ 86]). These fission modes can be interpreted
as the
effect of two valleys beyond the saddle point. One valley leads to a
with fission fragments
of a high
compact
scission
configuration
kinetic energy, whereas the other valley leads to a more elongated
scission configuration
with fission fragments of lower kinetic energy.
Another example is provided
by the variation
from resonance
to
resonance of the total kinetic energy of the fission fragments in the
fission induced in Z3SU by resonance neutrons ([Ham+ 89]).
4 . Micros couic
models.
In these models, the nucleus is
studied as a many-body problem of an ensemble of nucleons moving
in a self-consistent
Hartree-Fock
field with possible extensions.
This
method should provide the most accurate knowledge of the fissioning
But the complexity
of the effective
nucleon-nucleon
system.
interaction
(that must be derived phenomenologically)
and the great
number of nucleons in a heavy nucleus make- the ‘calculations ‘very
difficult and lengthy.
The first microscopic
calculations
carried
out with this
method employed the Skyrme interaction ([F1o+ 74]). Great progress
has been made since then thanks to the use of more realistic
nucleon-nucleon
interactions
and powerful computers (see [BGG 89]
for a review).

.

.

An example of the results obtained with this method for the
PES of ZQOPU is given in Fig. II. 10. The two families of shapes that
appear in the fission and the fusion valleys, separated by a barrier,
can explain several aspects of fission such as the transition
of the
fissioning
state from an elongated
shape (in the fission valley) to
scission (in the fusion valley) when the barrier between these two
valleys vanishes.
Another aspect of fission is the so-called
cold
fission in which the fission fragments
are formed with a small
excitation energy at scission. This PES provides an explanation of this
phenomenon
as a transition
from the fission valley to the fusion
valley at a fairly high energy by tunneling
through
the barrier
between these two valleys.
D, Fission Channels
The concept of fission exit channels
is
understanding
of fission and has greatly evolved
of fission ([Mic 88]).
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central
to a good
since the disco-very

.

In any nuclear reaction,
an exit channel is a given set of
reaction products,
each one in a well-defined
quantum state when
these products are no more subject to a mutual nuclear interaction.
For fission, this definition would mean that the number of fission exit
channels is extremely large as a consequence of the great variety of
fission
fragments
emitted in many possible
quantum
states. This
concept is at variance with several fission properties.
For example,
the fission widths of the low-energy
neutron resonances
for fissile
nuclei exhibit large fluctuations
from resonance to resonance.
These
fluctuations
are incompatible
with the predictions
of statistical
nuclear theory ([PT 56]), according to which large width fluctuations
are associated
with a small
number
of exit channels.
Also,
asymmetries
in the shape of fission resonances
are observed
and
interpreted
in terms of resonance-resonance
interference
that can
exist only if the number of exit channels is small.
This apparent inconsistency
between the conventional
concept
of fission channel and the analysis of experimental
fission results
was explained
by Bohr’s fission channel theory ([Bob 56]), which
postulates
that the fission channels are the transition
states at the
top of the fission barrier, supposedly single humped at the time of
the theory. The fissioning nucleus is almost cold at the saddle point
for low-energy fission. Consequently,
the transition states (hence the
fission channels) are small in number.

.

.

The barrier
shape now proves to be much more complex,
essentially
as a consequence
of shell effects at all deformations
discussed in Sec. C.3; therefore, the concept of fission channels must
be reconsidered.
For example,
with a double-humped
barrier,
one
has to take into account the transition states on top of both barrier
humps; the relative effects of those two categories of states depend,
among other factors, on the relative heights of the two humps. Also,
because the Class-II
states in the second well play the role of
doorway states in the fission exit channels as in the intermediate
structure effect in the fission cross sections (onf) below the fission
threshold,
they influence those fission channels. Lastly, calculations
of the PES beyond
the most deformed
saddle point show the
existence of valleys that may affect the fission properties
and may
possibly play the role of fission channels.
Therefore, the fission channels now appear as a combination
of
all these aspects whose interplay depends on the fission parameter
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varies with neutron energy and from
under study; this interplay
nucleus to nucleus and is the focus of many experimental studies.

.

Some effects of the fission channels may show up in ~nf as in
the large fluctuations
of the fission
widths,
in the intermediate
structure
in subthreshold
~nf, or in the vibrational resonances
(see
Sec. C.3). Other fission channels (such as the possible fission valleys
beyond the most deformed saddle point) will have no effect on an f
fragment
but may influence
scission variables
and, consequently,
kinetic energy, or excitation energy
properties like mass distribution,
observed through the emission of evaporated neutrons or y-rays. For
this reason, a complete study of the fission channels requires
the
knowledge of the properties of the fission process itself in addition to
that of the shape of cs~f. An attempt to present a more coherent
description of fission exit channels was recently made by Weigmann
and Hambsch ([WH 91]) who analyzed the data on fragment kinetic
energy in the 23 SU resonances
in terms of the transition
states
(assumed to behave as doorway states in the fission exit channels)
and the so-called Brosa channels, which correspond to valleys
in the
PES at extreme deformations.
The effects of the fission channels on the fission properties
energy is near the
and on Gnf are best seen when the excitation
fission threshold
because these channels
are small in number and
have a greater observable effect when the energy of the fissioning
system is as close as possible to the barrier. When the excitation
the number of channels also increases
and their
energy increases,
individual
effects become relatively
smaller. The contributions
and
properties
of the individual
fission
channels
are therefore
more
difficult to detect and to disentangle one from the other.
III.

.

.

DOPPLER EFFECT FOR LIQUID-METAL FAST BREEDER REACI’ORS

A. Introduction
The cross sections are usually calculated in the center-of-mass
system,
whereas
the measurements
are made in the laboratory
system. But the atoms of the sample used in the measurements
are
never at rest because they are always subjected
to the zero-point
motion %fio of the harmonic oscillator even if the sample is at the
extreme temperature
T = O K. The atomic motion in the sample
modifies
the incident-neutron
velocity
relative
to the interacting
nucleus and, consequently,
the observed cross section for a given
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neutron energy determined in the laboratory system. This is the socalled Doppler effect in the neutron cross-section
measurements.
The
Doppler
effect,
which is temperature
dependent,
is particularly
important
for the neutron resonances
that are broadened
by the
atomic thermal motion. If the sample is in the form of a solid, which
is generally the case, binding effects are present between the atoms
and their environment.
These solid-state effects can also modify the
observed
cross sections,
especially
at low neutron
energies.
The
Doppler and solid-state effects in the cross sections are discussed in
Sec. 111.B.
The variation in the shape of the observed cross sections as a
function
of temperature
induces a temperature
dependence
in the
reactivity
of fission
reactors.
The Doppler
broadening
of the
resonances plays an important role in the variation with temperature
of the reactivity of large fast power reactors. This Doppler effect for
liquid-metal fast breeder reactors (LMFBR) is considered in Sec. 111.C.
B. Domller

Broadening

of Neutron

Resonances

1. Introduction.
The effect of Doppler broadening
can be
simply illustrated
in the case of a single neutron resonance
whose
intrinsic
shape,
in the absence
of any experimental
effect,
is
described by the Breit-Wigner
single-level
formula
am(x) = ~
1+X2’
where

x =

energy
En,
resonance.

.

.

2(&-E())

is expressed
r
the resonance
energy

in terms

(111.1)
of the

incident-neutron

Eo, and the total width r

of the

The gas model discussed in Sec. B.2 is a good approximation
of the effect of the motion of the atoms in the sample in whatever
form the sample is. When the sample is a solid, the effect of the
crystalline
binding on the observed resonance shape is discussed in
Sec. B.3.
2. Gas model. In the gas model, the nuclei are assumed to be
in single atoms in equilibrium
at temperature
T. This model thus
ignores the complex motions that could be associated with vibrations
and rotations of molecules.
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The cross section for an incident neutron of velocity Vn in
the laboratory system hitting a target nucleus in the gas depends on
the relative
velocity
of the neutron and the target nucleus.
The
observed
cross - section in the laboratory
system is therefore
the
average over the velocity distribution of the atoms in the gas.

.

The velocity distribution
of the atoms in the gas model is
given by the well-known Maxwell law. For a gas of atoms of mass
number A at room temperature, the velocity VA of the atoms is much
smaller than the velocity Vn of epithermal
neutrons.
The neutron
velocity relative to that of an atom before the nuclear interaction
takes place can therefore
be considered
as equal to the neutron
velocity
vn in the laboratory system as modified by a correction to
first order in VA/Vn. In these conditions,
the observed cross section
at a given neutron energy En in the laboratory system is equal to the
true cross section cr(En) at this energy (as if the target nucleus were
at rest), folded into a Gaussian having a standard deviation CD given
by the following relation:
(111.2)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant. This effect is called Doppler
broadening
and, traditionally,
neutron
spectroscopists
express
this
effect in terms of a so-called Doppler width A, which is defined as
A= ~@( E .

(111.3)

For a medium-mass
nucleus (A = 100) in a gas
temperature (T = 300 K), the Doppler width is equal to

A(eV) =

0.032x

-.

at room

(111.4)

.

.

Wigner

When the cross section has the shape of a single-level Breitformula, given by Eq. III. 1, the result of folding this shape

with the Gaussian
defined as

defined

above

is the the function

Y?(~,x), which

is

Y(p,x) = J-pfi

where

~ = ~.

r

—1

I+yz

exp( - (x - Y)2, ~y ,

(111.5)

P2

[

The function Y(~,x) is available

from

tabulations.

The

Breit-Wigner
shape is modified by the Doppler effect mostly in the
regions where this shape deviates most from linearity near the peak
center. The
and in the wings but not too far from the resonance
shape is almost not modified far away in the wings (see Fig. III. 1).
The area under a resonance remains unchanged if the shape of this
resonance
is modified by Doppler broadening.
These considerations
must be kept in mind for understanding
resonance
self-shielding,
which plays an important role in the Doppler effect for LMFBRs
discussed in Sec. 111.C.
effects. When the atom is bound in a crystal, the
3. Solid-state
interaction of the incident neutron with a free nucleus is not valid,
and one must consider the interaction of the neutron with the crystal
as a whole. This process was studied comparatively
early in nuclear
physics by Lamb who demonstrated
that the target nucleus bound in
a crystal lattice can lead to the process of recoilless absorption of the
neutron
by the nucleus
([Lam 39]). This recoilless
absorption
predicted by Lamb was actually discovered much later for y-rays by
Mossbauer and named after him. This effect was also observed for
neutrons as a shape distortion
of the 6.68-eV resonance
in z q gU
([Mic+ 64, [JL 621), but it was much weaker than that for y-rays
because the nucleus recoil energy is smaller for y-rays than for
neutrons. Also for neutrons, Lamb concluded that the gas model is
still adequate in most cases (in the weak-coupling
cases) provided
that the temperature
used in the model,
called
the effective
temperature
Teff, is modified from the true sample temperature T by
taking into account the phonon density of states f(E) in the sample.
The expression for Teff then reads
.

kBT.ff =

Ef@)coti

$&)

dE .

(111.6)

[o

The Debye model, which is a measure of the mean energy of
the spectrum
of phonons
in the sample
and which assumes
a
quadratic phonon energy dependence (f(E) a Ez), is often used in the
derivation of Teff. In this case, a plot of the ratio
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‘

(111.7)

4

as a function of the Debye temperature 0D is given in Fig. IH.2. The
plot in Fig. 111.2 shows that the Doppler broadening
always exists,
even at T = O K, as mentioned above.
Approximate

.

expressions

for f(~)

can be used (~

60], such

as:
f(x) = 1 + x2/5 ,

for x =~<

f(x) = (3x/4)[ 1 + Tr4/30x4 ] ,

eD
for x = ~>

2, and

2.

(111.8)

(111.9)

The rest of this report
assumes that the weak-coupling
case,
defined as A + r } 2 kBeD with the Debye model, always applies and,
consequently,
that the gas model can be used but with some care
about the calculation of the effective temperature (see Sec. C.4).

c.

Doppler

Effect for Liauid-Metal

Fast Breeder

Reactors

1.

Introduction.
The Doppler
effect in LMFBRs
is an
important
aspect of safety and was considered
very early in the
history of fast reactors ([Bet 57]). There was some concern at that
time that small reactors with a high concentration
of fissile material
could have a positive Doppler effect. But, as interest shifted toward
larger reactors with a high fertile-to-fissile
ratio (and, consequently,
with a softer
spectrum),
the presence
of a negative
Doppler
coefficient in reactors such as the LMFB Rs provides safety in their
operation ([SOO 62] and [HO 70]).
.

.

The Doppler effect in a fission reactor is a change in the
reactivity
coefficient
k resulting
from an arbitrary
change
in
temperature
T.
Th,e
approximately
&
dT

Doppler

coefficient

is

as T-1 and, for this reason,

:
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the

derivative

$

that

is usually displayed

varies
as T x

.

“

2. Enerzv s elf-shieldin z< In a LMFBR, the Doppler effect is
the consequence of the variation with temperature of the fission and
capture rates and of leakage. In such fission reactors the Doppler
effect plays a role only at relatively low energies, below about 25
keV. Because of the large size of the reactor and of the shape of the
spectrum, the leakage is small below 25 keV and therefore plays a
minor role in the Doppler effect, which is thus dominated
by the
opposite variations with temperature of the fission and capture rates.
These variations cause a change in q, the number of fission neutrons
per absorbed neutron, and the Doppler effect can then be written as
follows:

with

The change in q is governed
Doppler broadening.

by the change

in self-shielding

Self-shielding
plays an important role in reactor physics and
was calculated
for many reactor
configurations
using
several
methods. In the following, self-shielding
is discussed in the extreme
simplified
case of a homogeneous
reactor medium and for narrow
isolated resonances
of the Breit-Wigner
type without overlap. This
report further assumes that the neutron flux is not modified by the
resonances.
3. Sinde-level
app roximation. In the vicinity of a resonance,
the probability y pab~(En) that a neutron of energy En is absorbed in a
nuclear reaction in the reactor medium is given by the following
equation:

l’a@n) =

%.
Zp + Era

‘

(111.11)

.

.

where &= N.coy@J is the macroscopic
resonant
absorption
cross
section (with microscopic cross section given by Eq. III. 1) for isotope,
a, which is present in the medium with a number of atoms/ems
equal to Na. ~ = Nscs + Na~Pa is the macroscopic
potential
scattering
cross

section

for elements

cross sections o~ and
and N~, respectively.

s and a, which
have microscopic scattering
~Pa and the number of atoms/cm3 equal to Ns
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When integrated
across
probability is equal to

the resonance,

this

neutron

absorption

.*
P’b,(EJd&

=

[

~pds(x)ti

‘L:~(~~&”

‘111”’2)

are extended to -M
In this equation, the limits of integration
introducing
without
easier
the calculations
and +* to make
appreciable errors in the results.
In the infinite dilution approximation,
in which Na goes to zero,
the integrated absorption probability is equal to
(111.13)

for small Na values,
with
c

= N.(x).

(111.14)

Xp

The integrated
absorption
probability
given
any arbitrary value of Na can then be written as

f

by Eq.

P*’(X) d’ = n N~G() x ‘H(P,C) ,
2P

where fH ( ~, ~) is the energy
mixtures defined as

self-shielding

factor

v(x)

fH(&<) = +
r

d’.

III. 12 for

(111.15)
for

homogeneous

(111.16)

1 + ~y(x)

J-

Graphs of fH(~, ~) are plotted in Fig. 111.3 as a function of ~Vo,
where VO is the maximum value of the function y at the resonance
energy.
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In this formalism,
the Doppler
coefficient
is simply
the
derivative
dfH ( ~, ~)/dT,
which
can be calculated
from
the
temperature
dependence
of dfH (~, ~) through the parameter ~. In the
extreme condition
~Vo + O (case of infinite dilution),
the Doppler
coefficient
vanishes because the integrand
in Eq. III. 16 is the ~
function whose integral is independent
of the temperature.
At the
other extreme, when ~Vo + - (a case of very strong shielding), the
Doppler coefficient also vanishes because the integrand in Eq. III. 16
becomes a constant. This latter case can be understood
physically
from the fact that the Doppler
broadening
does not modify the
resonant
cross section far away in the wings of the resonance.
Therefore,
the Doppler effect presents a maximum for intermediate
values of the parameter ~vo.
For small values of the parameter ~vo, a power series expansion
of the function fH ( (3,~) leads to a temperature
dependence
of this
function proportional
to 1% and, therefore, to a Doppler coefficient
that is proportional
to ‘I% This situation
applies
to small selfshielding
as for fissile elements at intermediate
energies down to
about 1 keV or less. For large values of the parameter ~ VO, a power
series expansion of the function fH (~, ~) can be made. This function
varies
between
fi (Doppler coefficient
proportional
to l%) and T
(Doppler coefficient
independent
of the temperature).
This last case
corresponds
to extreme self-shielding,
which is met only for a few
strong resonances at low energy.
4. Solid-state effects. As discussed in Sec. B.3, the gas model
can be used in calculating the Doppler effect, but great care has to be
given to the determination
of the effective temperature
used in the
calculation of the Doppler width.
When the sample is of monoatomic material like a metal, the
Debye model usually applies, and the Debye temperature
can be
easily derived from specific heat measurements.
But the effective
temperature
is more difficult to determine
when the sample is of
multiatomic
compounds
like uranium
oxides.
The specific
heat
measurement
gives a global Debye temperature
averaged
over all
the atoms of the compound but not that of the particular
isotope
whose resonances
are studied. It has been shown that the phonon
spectrum of the uranium atoms in uranium oxides is much softer
than that of the oxygen atoms and that the high Debye temperature
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deduced
oxygen.

from

specific

heat

measurements

comes

essentially

from

A variety of studies are aimed at the correct determination
of Teff for uranium in uranium oxides. Among these studies, the
transmission
measurements
of UOZ at temperatures
of 1,100 K and
1,800 K from which a Debye temperature of 250 K was deduced ([HS
79]) can be mentioned.
By comparison,
the Debye temperature
of
oxygen in the same compound is as high as about 730 K. But the
behavior
of Teff with temperature
is not very. well understood.
Further measurements
are needed to provide better determinations
of the Doppler broadening of uranium resonances in compounds used
as fuels over wide ranges of temperatures
from room temperature
to
above melting ([Row 88]).
5. DoDDler coefficient
in liauid-metal
fast breeder reactors.
In more realistic
calculations,
one has to sum the effects of the
resonances from different isotopes and, for each isotope, the possible
contributions
of different spin states and angular momentum values.
Overlap between resonances
has to be considered,
particularly
for
resonances
of different isotopes (as for fissile and fertile isotopes)
because no repulsion exists between levels of different isotopes (as
well as between levels of different spin states in the same isotope).
Also, the use of the single-level
formalism
is sometimes
not
appropriate
to describe
some cross sections,
as the fission
cross
sections (see Chap. IV). But the use of more sophisticated formalisms,
such as the multilevel
formalisms,
does not bring about a major
change in the Doppler coefficient.

.

.

In LMFBRs, the Doppler effect is dominated by the negative
contribution
of the 238U s-wave capture resonances up to about 10
keV (90% of the ZS8U component). The Doppler effect caused by 239P u
is a balance between the fission and capture contributions,
which are
about equal below 750 eV. Above this energy, the fission component
becomes more important.
The relative contributions
of the Doppler
coefficient in a typical LMFBR are as follows ([Row 88]):
238U
2qgPu
23gPu
240Pu
Fe

capture
fission
capture
capture
capture

- 92
+ 12
-9
-5
-7
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The large s-wave resonances that account for most of the total
cross sections of sodium and the constituents of steel are too broad to
be affected by the Doppler effect. Most of the Doppler effect in iron
comes from the narrow 1.15-keV p-wave resonance in s6Fe.
. Conclusion
This brief review of Doppler broadening shows that its accurate
knowledge is important for safety in LMFBRs. Although the Doppler
coefficient for these reactors is mainly determined by capture in the
238U reson~ces,
fission in ZS9PU resonances also plays an important
role up to an energy of a few keV. This is the reason why the
properties of the ZS9PU resonances need to be known experimentally
up to the
maximum
possible
energy
compatible
with
the
experimental
resolution.
Iv.

FISSION CROSS SECTION OF 239pu

A. Introduction
In addition to ZSSU, used as a fuel, and to 238U, used as a fertile
element and sometimes as a fuel as in fast breeders, ZS9PU is present
in nuclear reactors either because it is part of the fuel at the loading
stage or because it is the result of the irradiation of 238U during the
operation of the reactor, or both. The z ggPu resonances
play an
important
role in the Doppler
effect of fast power reactors,
as
discussed in Chap. III. But the 23 gPu fission cross section is also
important
for safety
for other reasons
illustrated
by the two
examples given below ([SD 91]).
One important safety aspect of reactors is the void coefficient
pv. The water-void coefficient has an uncertainty of 30 to 40% for the
undermoderated
reactors,
whereas
the sodium-void
coefficient
has
an uncertainty of 20 to 30% for the fast breeders. A reduction of 5%
in the uncertainty on ~nf for 23gPu below 1 keV leads to a reduction
of 30% in the uncertainty on pv.
.

.

Another
important
safety aspect of nuclear
reactors
is the
antireactivity
coefficient
p ~ of the control system of a large breeder.
This coefficient
is known to ~ 12%. A reduction
of 5% in the
uncertain y on ~nf for z ggPu above several keV leads to a reduction
of 30% in the uncertainty on pc.
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These examples show that a~for ZS9PU plays an important role
for safety in nuclear reactors. Taking into account the facts given
1 keV
above, cd for 2qgPu will be considered in the following below
(in the resolved-resonance
region) and above 1 keV.
B. Fission Cross Section of ~Pu

.

Below 1 keV

1. General behavior of the UPU
fission cross section. The
Z39PU is a fissile nucleus because the excitation
energy E* in the
240Pu,
which
is
just
above
the
neutron
separation
compound nucleus
energy Sn = 6.53 MeV in ZQOPUfor small incident neutron energies, is
above the barrier height EfA = 5.78 MeV. This illustration
of the
neutron-pairing
effect is discussed in Chap. II.
The measurements
of ~nf for 239Pu are difficult because the
half-life %Z of Z39PU is rather short (z% = 2.4 x 104 years), creating a
large source of cz-rays in the fission detector. Though the energy of
these a-rays is small compared with the average energy of a fission
fragment, the piling up of a-ray pulses can easily simulate a fission
fragment pulse, thus causing a large background
in the experiment.
This effect seriously limits the quantity of ZS9PU that can be used in a
fission detector. The early experiments
were made with slow fission
and neutron
detectors
(therefore
with small amounts
of 239pu)
sources
of small
intensities.
These
measurements
nevertheless
demonstrated
that cnf for 2qgPu was composed of resonances, but the
quality of the measurements
was not good enough to separate these
resonances above a few eV or a few tens of eV ([RP 56]).

.

.

During the last two or three decades, great improvements
have been made both in building fission detectors containing
large
quantities of ZS9PU (up to about ‘1 g) and in operating more intense
neutron sources. The neutron time-of-flight
method is used almost
exclusively
in this energy range. An illustration
of the improvement
in the measurements
of ~nf for 239Pu is given in Fig. IV.1. It was
possible also to make some fission cross-section
measurements
at the
liquid-nitrogen
temperature
to reduce the Doppler effect. All these
measurements
demonstrate
the existence of resonances
at an energy
much higher than a few tens of eV. In fact, the best measurements
can now separate most of the resonances up to about 1 keV (see Sec.
B.2.b). These data provide a good base for the analysis of a large
number of resonances and for the study of their properties.
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2. Analvsis of the @Pu

fission

cross section

a. Sinde-level
analvsis.
In the resolved-resonance
region,
the simplest analysis assumes that the cross section is composed of a
sum of isolated resonances. This is called the single-level formalism.
Each resonance
i is then described
by a single-level
Breit-Wigner
formula
G~
(IV.1)
l+xf
where & is the peak fission
resonance, and xi is given by

’

cross

section

at the

~i=En-E~,

center

of

the

(IV.2)

E
2
where En is the incident neutron energy, E~ is the resonance
energy,
and ri is the total width of the resonance. The total width itself is the
sum of all the partial widths, which, for fission resonances
at low
energy,

are the neutron

and the fission

width

the

r;,

radiative-capture

width

r;,

width 17~:
ri =

r;

r;+

+r~.

(IV.3)

For the scattering and the total cross sections, one must
include
also a resonance-p-otential
interference
term of the form
x
The effect of this term, which is weak for a fissile nucleus, is
1 +X2”
ignored in the rest of this paper.
The peak
value @ in the total
the following relation:

fission

cross

cross

section

section

(ignoring
i

.

& is related

cf:f =’ q)-

r:

~1

potential

“

The area A} under a fission resonance
A~ = E@+,
2
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to the

peak

scattering)

by

(IV.4)
i is simply given by
(IV.5)

A useful relationship
between
is given by the following expression:

some

of these

(IV.6)

r;,

.

parameters

where kn is the wave number of the incoming neutron, and gi is the
statistical
factor expressed
in terms of the spin I of the target
nucleus and the spin Ji of the resonance. For a resonance induced by
s-wave neutrons, this statistical factor reads
gi=

Therefore,
energy

E~; the various

an

2Ji+l
,
2(21 + 1)

s-wave

partial

resonance

widths

r: , r~,

(IV.7)

is

determined

and r!,

thus

by

the

adding t o

the total width ri; and the spin Ji. The parity z of an s-wave
resonance is the same as that of the target nucleus. From now on, the
suffix i will be dropped unless absolutely necessary.

cannot
cross
Even
except

.

.

These relations
demonstrate
that all these parameters
be determined
by the fksion
cross section alone. Another
section is needed, which is usually the total cross section ant.
with these two cross sections, the spin J cannot be determined
under very favorable conditions ([Mic 67]).

A standard single-level
analysis of a resonance will first
require
an area analysis
of the resonance.
This is the simplest
analysis that can be made because for thin samples the area is
independent of the Doppler effect and of the resolution function. One
then obtains @f and o& (and consequently
grn) for the fission and
the total cross sections, respectively. A shape analysis of one of these
cross sections (or of both of them) can be made if the experimental
conditions are sufficiently good and well known. One then obtains the
total width. The fission width is derived simply from 17, corf, and aor.
Another piece of information is needed to obtain the capture and the
neutron
widths,
such as a scattering
measurement.
A scattering
measurement, however, is difficult to carry out in the case of a fissile
nucleus because the neutron widths are small (as a consequence
of
the small level spacing) and because the scattering measurement
is
also sensitive to the fission neutrons, which are emitted in larger
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numbers
than the scattered
neutrons
are. The product
c@n is
obtained from an area analysis of a scattering resonance.
Used in
conjunction
with r and aor, the parameters
g (and consequently
J),
r.,
.

and 17Yare then

obtained

([Tro+

70]).

When

the spin

J is not

known, the statistical
factor g is usually taken as equal to ~. An
example of the single-level
analysis of the z qgPu cross sections is
given in [Der+ 67].

.

b. Multilevel
analvsis.
The single-level
analysis
briefly
described above is only an approximation
because in a nucleus like
23gPu, the resonances are closely spaced and each of them cannot be
analyzed as if the other resonances
did not exist. The parameters
obtained
from
the single-level
analysis
are usually
a good
approximation
of the true parameters,
but the cross sections cannot
be accurately reproduced
with this formalism.
On several occasions,
the measured
fission resonances
have not always been symmetric
(see for example [SS 58] for the Z3SU resonances).
The asymmetry
may be caused by missed levels (see Sec. B .3), by the interference
effect with other resonances,
or by both effects.
Sometimes
the
difference
between the measured
and the calculated
cross sections
can be accounted
for by adding a residual
cross section to the
calculated cross section, but this method is not very satisfactory.
A better
and more
physical
method
involves
the
calculation
of cross sections with a more realistic formalism (called
multilevel
formalism)
that takes into account
all the existing
resonances
and their possible interactions.
This is a very stringent
requirement
because
all these resonances
are not known.
If the
resonances
were known, the exact calculations
would still be very
long, even with present-day
computing capabilities.

.

One multilevel
formula
provides a good approximation
when
are much greater than their widths.
section
cs~C for a reaction
with
respectively.
This cross section is the
amplitudes, one for each resonance i:

([FPW 54]) used extensively
the spacings of the resonances
This formula gives the cross
entrance
and exit channels,
square
of the sum of complex
.
.

.

zi E&-En-~ri
nc
Y’Y

(IV.8)
2
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where ~n and ~Care the reduced widths for the resonance i and for
the channels n and c, respectively.
In this formula, as in the rest of
this section, we assume that the cross section is calculated for one
spin state only. In this respect, the summation in Eq. IV. 8 runs over
resonances i of the same spin state J. The experimental
results are
usually obtained at low energy (where the contribution
of only swave neutrons
is important)
and with unpolarized
targets
and
unpolarized
neutrons.
‘In this case, one must of course- fit the
experimental data by adding the cross sections calculated for the two
spin states J+= I+~and

J-= 1-}

Though approximate,
Eq. IV. 8 clearly
shows that the
of the diagonal
terms correspond
to single-level
Breitsquares
Wigner
formulas.
But, in addition,
there are cross terms
that
represent
the effect
of interference
between
resonances.
This
formalism is very useful, but it is derived with the assumption that
the level spacings between resonances are large compared with their
widths. This assumption is usually not valid for fissionable nuclei for
which the widths of the neutron resonances
are comparable
with
their spacings. One has then to use more exact multilevel formalisms.
Essentially
three formalisms
are used for the cross
sections of fissionable nuclei. These formalisms are all derived from
the R-matrix (R) theory of Wigner and Eisenbud ([WE 47], [Wig 46]).
They are described in some detail by Moore ([Moo 70]).
The Adler-Adler formalism ([AA 63]) is derived from the
Kapur-Peierls formalism and gives a cross section that is composed of
Breit-Wigner
single-level
terms (including
the resonance-potential
interference
terms).
This formalism
is attractive
because
of the
simplicity
of the expressions
for the cross
sections.
But the
parameters used in the formalism can be related with difficulty with
those of R.

.

In contrast, the two other formalisms developed by Vogt
([Vog 58]) and by Reich and Moore ([RM 58]) are more- complicated,
but their cross sections are expressed directly in terms of R . Both
these formalisms
express the cross section ~nCfor a given spin in
terms of the collision matrix (U) for the same spin:
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(IV.9)

am= ? a..-und’.

n
In the Vogt formalism,
the number of levels is limited
but not the number of exit channels. The terms of the matrix U can
then be expressed as
.

.

U*.
=e i (%

(

& + i~

)

(IV.1O)

over

all

(r~) * (r$) * Aij ,

ij

and gC are the phase factors in the entrance and the exit
whereas
channels, respectively,
Aij is the term of matrix (A), which
is defined by its inverse:
where

~n

In

.

+ WC)

these

equations,

the

summation

runs

exit

channels c. Also, the square roots (r~)i and (r~]i
of the widths are
proportional
to the reduced widths for exit channel c and can take
positive or negative values. Because the Vogt formalism considers a
limited number of resonances, the inversion of the matrix A-1 can be
accomplished.
If the off-diagonal
elements
vanish,
this formalism
gives a sum of Breit-Wigner
one-level
formulas,
as expected.
In
evaluating
the importance
of the off-diagonal
elements,
one has to
distinguish
between
elastic
scattering,
capture,
and fission
exit
channels. The contribution
of elastic scattering is small because the
neutron widths are small. The contribution
of capture is also small
because
there is a great number of capture
exit channels
with
fluctuations
in the signs of their reduced widths so that all the
contributions
of the capture channels finally add to a very small
value. The case of fission is different because the fission widths are
large
and the number
of fission
exit channels
is small,
as
demonstrated
by the large
fluctuations
of the fission
widths.
Therefore, the off-diagonal terms of A can be expressed simply as
(A-l).ij = - ~ ~

where

the summation

(ri);(r~)i =- ~gk!

C=f
runs over all fission

can also be considered
and g} in a fission-vector

as the scalar product
space with
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(for i # j),

channels.

This

of two fission

components

(IV. 12)
summation
vectors

(r~) $ and (r!)*

g}
and

with lengths g! 2 = r! and g! 2 = r~. Therefore,
the Vogt formalism
provides a good physical description
of the fission process in the
resonances.
The Reich-Moore
formalism,
like the Vogt formalism,
makes use of the same collision matrix. This matrix U, expressed in
terms of R, reads
~=@l+i(BRB+C)o

.

1-

i(BRB

(IV.13)
+ C)

“

In Eq. IV.13, the diagonal matrices m, B, and C depend on
the external nuclear region. This is in contrast to the matrix R, which
describes the intrinsic nuclear properties of the levels and is given
by the expression
R=~E

(IV.14)

,
i

where

# X ~ is the direct
product
of the vectors
~ whose
components
are the reduced widths ~c. This means that the matrix
element
RnC for entrance and exit channels n and c, respectively,
reads
(IV.15)
Reich and Moore calculate U assuming that the number of
fission channels v f is small but that the number of levels can be large
in contrast to the Vogt formalism. The matrix R is then partitioned
such that indices ranking from 1 to m = 1 + v f correspond
to the
neutron entrance channel and the fission channels and that indices
greater
than m correspond
to the capture
channels.
After some
calculations,
in which the usual assumption is made that the reduced
.

.

widths YCfor the
random variations
becomes

capture channels have random signs and exhibit
from one channel to the other, the matrix U

an m x m matrix given by the following
~=ml+i(BR’B+C)
1-
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i(BR’B

expression:

(IV.16)
+ C)

where all the matrices are m x m. This is the same expression
IV. 13, with the exception that the matrix R is now replaced
slightly modified matrix R‘:

R’=z
7X71.‘
i E~-En--$r\
where

as Eq.
by the

(IV.17)

17\ is the total capture width for level i.

The Reich-Moore
formalism
is now widely used in the
calculation of fission cross sections, especially in the evaluated data
files. This is because the calculations need to invert m x m matrices,
with small m, whereas the rank of matrices to be inverted in the
Vogt formalism
corresponds
to the number of levels that can be
quite large.
In the rest of this section, we illustrate how the Reich-Moore
formalism
was recently used to obtain the best possible set ([DSP
90]).
The
measurements
considered
in this
obtained after 1970 and are given in Table IV. 1.

analysis

were

Some of these measurements
were carried
out at low
temperature to reduce the Doppler effect, such as those of Blons ([B1o
73]) for the fission cross section and those of Harvey et al. ([Har+ 88])
for the total
cross
section
(transmission).
All together,
these
measurements
provide a data base of more than 80,000 data points.
These data were fitted with the SAMMY Code ([Lar 89]),
which
can calculate
the cross
sections
with the Reich-Moore
formalism.
Only s-wave resonances
with spins JZ = O+ and JZ = 1+
were considered in the analysis. The average fission widths for these
two spin states differ by about 2 orders of magnitude because the O+
transition
state is below the neutron
separation
energy
and is
therefore
fully open, whereas the 1+ transition
state is above the
neutron separation energy and is partially closed. During the fitting
procedure, one fission channel was assumed for the 1+ resonances,
but two fission channels were used for the O+ resonances
for reasons
discussed in Sec. B.3 .c. The Bayesian approach was used in the fitting
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procedure
so that the various
experimental
parameters
adjusted and optimized within given constraints.

could

be

Input resonance
parameters
below 660 eV (including
their
spins) came from a previous analysis ([Der 73]). Above 660 eV, the
input spins were chosen according to the widths of the resonances,
broad (narrow) resonances were given spin O (1), and the other input
parameters
were chosen by inspection
of the data. Great care was
given to background corrections and to the normalization
of the data.
A single correlated SAMMY fit that covered all the selected data and
the entire energy range was not possible.
Instead,
the fits were
separated into several energy intervals, and each fit included all the
resonance
parameters.
Examples of fits to the data are given in Fig IV.2 for the 50to 100-eV and 800- to 900-eV intervals.
The transmission
results
illustrate the effects of the resolution and the sample temperature
at
high energy. For the fission cross section, the results of Blons [Blo 73]
have a better resolution and a reduced Doppler effect than those of
Weston and Todd [WT 84], but the latter have better statistical
accuracy and lower background.
The average fission cross sections
over 100-eV intervals
obtained from the above fits are given in Table IV.2, where they are
compared with those obtained from the data by Blons ([B1o 73]) and
Weston and Todd ([WT 84]) and from the evaluated data file given in
ENDF/B-VI
(Standards
Subcommittee)
([Car+ 87]). Note the good
agreement
between the SAMMY fits and the data by Weston and
Todd; however, both the SAMMY fits and the data by Weston and
Todd are somewhat below the data by Blons and the ENDFB/B -VI
evaluated
data.
The properties of the resonance
this analysis are discussed in Sec. B .3.
.

●

3. Properties

of the UPU

neutron

a.

parameters

resonance

as obtained

in

Parameters

Level sDacin~s. The average spacing of the observed
resonances can be easily obtained from a plot of the cumulative sum
of observed resonances as a function of energy as in Fig. IV.3. This
plot is approximately linear up to 480 eV with an average spacing of
2.4 eV. But even in this limited interval, where the plot is linear, it is
shown later in this paper that levels are certainly missed. The slope
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of this plot, which decreases
proportion
of missed levels
480 eV.

.

gradually
increases

above 480 eV, shows that the
gradually
with energy above

The level-spacing
distribution
for levels situated
below
480 eV is shown in Fig. IV.4 where it is compared
with an
uncorrelated
superposition ‘of two families
of resonances,
each of
which corresponds
to a given spin and parity state (O+ or 1+) and
obeys the Wigner level repulsion
law. This superposition
assumes
three times as many 1+ resonances as O+ ones in agreement with the
(2J + 1) law. The agreement between the measur~d and calculated
distribution
is quite good, even above 480 eV (not shown here)
where a larger proportion of the levels is missed. Thus, the lack of
levels is not necessarily caused by small spacings missed because of
level
overlap
but rather
unseen
by unseen
small
resonances
distributed
at random (also see the next section). The level-spacing
distribution for each spin state does not totally agree with a Wigner
law, which suggests that some spins have been misassigned.
b.

Neutron
widths,
The average
neutron
widths
are
generally
expressed
in terms of the strength
function
So. More
exactly, one considers for each resonance the reduced neutron width
r:

defined

as
(IV.18)

r~=Z_.
@
Then,
assuming
indep”endent, one can write

that

the

strength

function

is

spin

(IV.19)

where 2gr~ is obtained from an area analysis of the resonance in the
total
cross-section
measurement,
and the sum runs
over
all
resonances analyzed below energy En.
.

4

analyzed

One then obtains
below 1 keV:

the following

value

for the resonances

S() = (1.145 A 0.082) 10-4.
This value is not very sensitive
most of them are small, as discussed below.
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to missed

(IV.20)
levels

because

for the

.

.

The integral distribution
of the reduced neutron widths
resonances analyzed below 480 eV is shown in Fig. IV.5. No

level was detected with a reduced neutron width smaller than 2gr~ =
0.0028
meV. This histogram
shows an absence of small reduced
neutron widths when compared
with a Porter-Thomas
distribution,
which is an indication
that small levels are missed. This PorterThomas distribution
gives a good fit to the data above 2gfi = 0.01
meV but comprises
221 resonances
instead of the 201 resonances
analyzed.
The average
level spacing
deduced
from this PorterThomas distribution
is 2.17 eV instead of 2.4 eV for the observed
resonances.
But the proportion
of missed
levels
depends,
for
example, on the threshold above which the reduced neutron widths
are analyzed.
A systematic study of the number of resonances below
300 eV, which need to be included in the Porter-Thomas
distribution
to fit the data above a given threshold, has been made as a function
of this threshold. Above a threshold of about 2g17~= 0.16 meV, the
analysis is consistent with an average level spacing as low as 1.91
eV. Thus, about 25% of the resonances may have been missed in the
measurements,
though
they
were
carried
out
under
optimal
experimental
conditions.
All the missed
resonances
may not
necessarily be small; some of them may be rather large.
The same study was made for resonances
but the results are not reported here.

of a given spin,

c. Fission
widths.
The analysis
described
in Sec. B.3.b
confirms that the fission widths are very different for the JZ = O+ and
1+ resonances. This analysis was carried out in the intervals O to 480
eV and O to 1 keV. The integral distribution of the fission widths for
the resonances
analyzed below 480 eV is plotted in Fig. IV.6. It
shows very clearly the existence
of two families
interpreted
as
belonging to the two spin states JZ = O+ and JX ‘1+. The parameters of
the ~z distributions used to fit the data for the two (’)- to 480-eV ~d
O- to 1-keV energy intervals are given in Table IV.3. A constant
value of 3 meV was subtracted from all the fission widths to account
for the n(y,f) process ([FS 74]). This value is very small compared
with the average width of the O+ resonances,
but it is not negligible
compared with that of the 1+ resonances.
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The 1+ family
of resonances
is consistent
with one
partially closed fission channel (Neff = O.1) and corresponds, in fact,
to subthreshold
fission. The 1+ transition
state was postulated
by
Griffin to result from the coupling of two octupole vibrations called
the mass-asymmetry
and bending modes. This analysis confirms that
this 1+ transition state is located about 200 keV above the neutron
separation energy in Z40P u.
.

The properties of the O+ family of resonances
(Neff = 2.6
and vf = 1.5) show that more than one fission channel is needed to fit
the O+ fission cross section. The analysis described in Sec. B .2.b uses
two fission channels and gives a good fit to the data, but an even
better fit would certainly
be obtained with more than two fission
channels and would have a better physical basis.
d. CaDture
widths.
The capture
widths
can easily
be
extracted from the widths r, rf, and 2g17n obtained from the analysis
described in Sec. B .2.b. Even if the spin is not known, an approximate
value of g = } is taken to extract the neutron width, as mentioned in
Sec. B.2.a. This does not cause a great uncertainty in the derivation of
the capture
width because
the neutron
width is usually
small
compared
with the total width. The errors
associated
with the
determination
obtained by
determined
fluctuations
fluctuations
simply
an
determination
below

.

●

of

rY are

fairly

large

because

these

widths

are

the difference between other widths. The width ry was
for 64% of the resonances
analyzed below 1 keV and
as large as 40% are observed in these r~ values.
These
are not believed to be physically
significant
but are
illustration
of the uncertainties
associated
with the
of rY. The rY values are believed to be reliable only

500 eV, with an average value of cry>

c.Fission

= 41.14 meV.

Cross Section of ~Pu
Above 1 keV
The 239Pu fission cross section below 1 keV, as presented in
Sec. B.2.b, seems to be very good. This analysis is in good agreement
with a relatively new measurement ([WT 84] ) but below other values
such as those of Blons ([B1o 73]) or those of the ENDF/B-VI
subcommittee
on standards. This analysis is also in agreement with
integral measurements
made with thermal neutrons.
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The situation involving the ZS9PU fission cross section above
1 keV is not as good as below 1 keV. The measurements
of Weston
and Todd ([WT 84]), which are quite satisfactory below 1 keV, are
below the values of the ENDF/B-VI
subcommittee
on standards by
about 4% in the range 100 eV to 1 keV (Fig. IV.7). But these ENDF/BVI values lead to an underprediction
of keff by 1% ([Alt+ 74]).
what appears
Therefore,
to be the most reliable
microscopic
measurement
of ~nf for Pu239 tends to pull this cross section down,
whereas integral measurements
tend to pull it up. Moreover, another
measurement
of ~nf for PuZ3g carried out at LANL in the MeV region
([Lis+ 88]) shows a fission cross section much higher than the values
of the ENDF/B-VI subcommittee on standards (see Fig. IV.8).
In order to resolve these discrepancies
especially between 1
eV and 100 keV, an international
group has been set up jointly by
the Nuclear Energy Agency Nuclear Data Committee (NEANDC) and by
the Nuclear Energy Agency Committee on Reactor Physics (NEACRP).
This group has started a very comprehensive
study of the 239P u
results
cross sections, including the analysis of recent experimental
that could not be taken into account in previous evaluations,
new
theoretical calculations
of microscopic cross sections, and simulations
of results on several integral measurements.
v.

REACTIVITY TEMPERATURE
WATER REACTORS

COEFFICIENT

IN PRESSURIZED-

A. Introduction
The variation of reactivity
with temperature
is very important
for the safety of fission reactors. This subject was already discussed
for fast power reactors in Chap. III, where the effect of Doppler
broadening
on self-shielding
was presented.
This subject is also
important for PWRS for which the effect of temperature is important
for different reasons. In PWRS, the spectrum of thermal neutrons is
too low in energy to cover neutron resonances.
But a change in
induces
a change
in the thermal
temperature
neutron
energy
spectrum and, consequently,
a change in the fission rates because the
cross sections change with energy in that energy range.
over
the
years,
a disagreement
about
the
reactivity
temperature
coefficient
(RTC) has emerged. This coefficient,
which
must be negative for safety reasons, must be known to about &1
pcm/°C
(1 pcm = 10-S). The value of this RTC is systematically
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overestimated
in the calculations
compared
with
experimental
results coming from the operation of PWRS, as well as from integral
experiments (such as CREOLE and GEDEON) ([BGT 83],[ST 88]). The
disagreement
between the experimental
values (called E) and the
calculated values (called C) of the RTC for integral experiments is
.

.

E- C=(4.2~2.O)pcr@C.

(V.1)

The data coming from the PWRS are more difficult to interpret.
But many analyses show that the calculated value of the RTC seems
to be systematically
1 to 3 pcm/°C above the experimental
value that
corresponds to the domain of operation of PWRS (about 300”C).
Reducing
the difference
between
the calculated
and the
experimental
values to therefore obtain a more negative RTC in the
calculations required a modification
of the shapes of the 23 SU cross
sections in the thermal energy range ( [GMS 84], [San 87]). The shapes
of the 23SU cross sections at low energy have been a puzzle for a long
time (see for example [SS 58]). To explain their behavior, one had to
postulate
the existence
of “negative-energy
resonances”
that
modified the cross sections at small “positive” energies.
Negativeenergy
resonances
correspond
to compound-nucleus
states
with
energies situated below the neutron separation energy. The existence
of two such negative-energy
resonances
was assumed
to obtain
calculated
values of the RTC that agreed with the experimental
values.
However,
the resonance
parameters
(below)
are different
from those used previously:
E; = -0.80

eV

r: = 230 meV

r; = 31 meV

(gr~)l = 0.34 meV

)&o

r; = 10 meV

r;.

40 meV

(g&

= 1.6x

10-4 meV

.

.

As can be seen, the negative-energy
resonance at - 0.8 eV is
shifted at lower energy (by 0.25 eV) compared with previous values,
and a small resonance dominated by capture is added at O energy.
This causes onf to level at a lower value and q to drop at very low
energies. In addition to these negative-energy
resonances, a series of
other
negative-energy
regularly
spaced
resonances
(picket-fence
model) was taken into account in the calculations ([San 91]).
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In the next two sections, we shall compare the values of an f
and q for ZSSU calculated with the inclusion of these two resonances
with recent measurements
of these two quantities.
.

.

B. Shane of the MU Fission Cross Section at Low Enerzv
The calculated
shape of cs~f for 23 SU as obtained
with the
parameters
given in Sec. A is plotted in Fig. V. 1. It is below the
previously assumed shape as given in ENDF/B-V at very low energies
(below
about 0.01 meV) and more in accordance
with a l/v
behavior.
A recent measurement, made at Geel, settled this question ([WD
86]). In what follows, we give a brief description of this experiment.
The Geel linear accelerator,
called GELINA, was used as a
pulsed neutron source to carry out this measurement
by the time-offlight (TOF) method with a flight path length of 8.2 m. Neutron
production
at low energy
was increased
by slowing
down the
primary neutrons in a liquid-methane
moderator cooled to 77 K. The
235 U fission
events were detected
with surface -bamier detectors
from a thin deposit of 53 p.g/c mz of Z3SU FQ mounted back to back
with a thin layer (25 p.g /c mz) of GLiF in a vacuum chamber.
The
GLi(n, a )t has a perfect l/v cross section that was used to obtain the
shape of ~nf for 23 SU. GELINA was operated at the low repetition
frequency of 40 Hz to minimize the neutron overlap at such small
neutron
energies.
The fission data were normalized
in two steps to a fission
cross-section
value of (587.6 * 2.6) barns for thermal neutrons; the
ad values
are plotted in Fig. V. 1. These results agree with previous
values above about 10 meV, but at lower energies, they are below
the ENBF/B -V values and are consistent with I/v behavior. They are
also in good agreement with the cross section postulated
to obtain
the RTC more in line with the integral experiments.
Another more exotic experiment was carried out at much lower
energies from 6 to 60 ~eV (wag+
88]), using the source of very cold
neutrons
installed
at the high-flux
reactor
of the Institut
LaueLangevin (ILL) ([Mic 87]). This experiment, briefly described below,
is still to date the only cross-section
measurement
made at such a
low energy.
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The neutrons used in this experiment
were produced
in the
reactor, cooled in a liquid-deuterium
moderator at 25 K (where they
have wavelengths
between
20 and 600 ~),
and then further
decelerated
in a set of vertical and curved neutron guides having
excellent reflectivity.
The integrated neutron flux at the exit of these
neutron guides was about 1.2 x 10g neutron s/cmz/s.
Although
this
neutron source is continuous, the TOF method was used to obtain the
measurements
made on a 0.581-m flight path, using a very slow
at 300 to 600 rotations
per minute.
chopper
operated
The
measurements
were
made
by detecting
the fission
fragments
originating from a thin 23 SU layer and the alpha particles or tritons
emitted from a thin bLiF layer. Those two layers were placed inside a
vacuum
chamber,
and the events were detected
with solid-state
detectors. The raw neutron spectrum obtained with the bLiF layer is
plotted in Fig. V.2 with the shape of o~ for ZSSU. Apparently, there is
no detectable deviation of the cross section from a l/v law over the
whole energy range of the measurement.
This behavior of the cross
section is in agreement with the low-energy part of the Geel results.
C. ShaDe of II for UU

at Low Energy
For the same reasons as for the measurement of ~~ for Z3SU at
low energies, the Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements
(CBNM)
undertook two measurements
(one at Geel and one at the ILL) to
obtain more precise information about the behavior of q for 23s U at
low energy.
We give a brief description
of these two experiments
below ([Wei+ 90]).
The measurement at Geel was made by the TOF method, using
GELINA (equipped with a liquid-methane
moderator cooled down to
77 K) as a pulsed neutron source operated at a repetition frequency
of 40 Hz. At a TOF distance of 8.8 m, a “black” metallic sample of
uranium enriched
in zss U was used. Essentially
all the incident
neutrons were absorbed in the sample at least below 100 meV. The
measurement
involved
detection
of the fission
neutrons
emitted
from the sample.
The spectrum
of the incident
neutrons
was
determined
by a thin flux monitor.
This gave, by definition,
a
measurement
of q. The fission neutrons were detected with a thick
NE213 liquid scintillator
used with the pulse-shape-discrimination
(PSD) method to remove the pulses given by y-rays.
Precautions,
which were needed to reduce the background
especially
above 20meV incident neutron energy, were taken by placing a beryllium
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to reduce the neutron flux above
filter across the incident beam
meV and by placing a GLi sleeve around the uranium sample.

6.8

The results obtained from this measurement
after a thorough
analysis of the data are shown on Fig. V.3. Good agreement can be
seen with the shape deduced from integral measurements.
Another measurement
using the same method was made at the
ILL where a more suitable
source of subthermal
neutrons
was
available. The experiment was carried out at the end of a neutron
guide that views the heavy-water moderator of the high-flux reactor.
A double chopper located at the end of the neutron guide provides a
The first chopper
provides
a
source of monochromatic
neutrons.
pulsed
white
source
of neutrons,
whereas
the second
chopper
provides slices of a band of neutron energies in this white spectrum.
The two choppers are operated at slightly different velocities so that
their relative phase and, consequently,
the selected neutron energy
are varied
continuously.
This
arrangement
provides
a more
controlled
background.
The results obtained from this measurement
are displayed in Fig. V.4 where they are notably in agreement with
those obtained at Geel and from the integral measurements.
VI.

FISSION-PRODUCI’ YIELDS

A, Introduction
Fission yields must be known to thoroughly
understand
the
delayed effects in fission, such as the decay heat that follows the
shutdown
of a reactor
(see Chap. VII) and the delayed-neutron
emission that plays an important role in the kinetics of a fission
reactor (see Chap. VIII).
The physical
phenomena
associated
with the formation
of
fission fragments were already discussed in broad terms in Chap. I.
More specific properties
of fission products produced after prompt
neutron emission are considered in Sec. VI.B. The measurements
and
the calculations
of the fission-fragment
yields are described in Sees.
VI.C and VI.D, respectively.
.

Users of data on fission-fragment
yields can find the relevant
information
in complete computerized
libraries, which contain yields
for all significant fission products and for all the important fissioning
systems. The libraries that can be used are listed below:
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“ the U.K. adjusted library UKFYA2 (now included in JEF2),
U.S. library at Los Alamos National Laboratory,
French library,
Chinese library, and
Japanese library.

discussed

these libraries
are in the END F/B -VI
in detail in [Jam 87] and [JMW 90].

B. General Properties

format

and

are

of the Yields of the Fission Products

1. Definitions
of fission-twoduct
vields. A great variety of
fission products,
about 1,300, can be formed over many fission
events. A fission-product
yield is the probability that a given fission
product is formed in one single fission event. This probability varies
as a function of the fissioning
system (AF, ZF) and its excitation
energy. A detailed discussion
of the yields of the fission products
requires some definitions of these yields.
The most elementary
fission-product
yield is the independent
yield IN = Yi = Y(A,Z,I) of a given nuclear species i = (A,Z,I) having
mass and atomic numbers A and Z, respectively,
produced in a state
I, which is either its ground state or an isomenc state.
For some measured yields, one obtains the yield Yi(q, E) ‘of a
given fission fragment i produced in an ionic-charge
state q with an
energy E. Summation over all possible charge states and integration
over the energy must be made to obtain the IN (see Sec. VI. C).
The mass-number yield Y(A) is the summation,
of the INs over all possible values of Z and states I:

.

for a given

A,

Y(A) = ~ Y(A,Z,I).
(VI.1)
Z,I
In a similar manner, the atomic-number
(also called charge or
element) yield Y(Z) for a given value of Z is obtained by summing the
INs oveI all possible values of A and I:

.

Y(Z) = ~ Y(A,Z,l) .
&I
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(VI.2)

The yields Yi, Y(A), and Y(Z) are defined at the time of the
formation of the primary fission products immediately
after promptneutron emission but before their ~ decay has started (= 1 ins).

.

The cumulative yield YC(A,Z,I) for a given nuclear state i is the
sum of the independent yield Yi and of all the subsequent yields Yj
of chain members j that decay to the nuclear state i.
The chain yield Y(A) for a given mass number A is the sum of
all cumulative
yields ending with stable end products
having the
same A.
The fractional
independent
and
fission product i having mass number
independent
and cumulative
yields
chain yield for the same mass number

cumulative
yields for a given
A are obtained by dividing the
Yi and Yc, respectively,
by the
A.

The ternary yield is the cumulative
particle (QHe, SH, lQC, etc.)
There
yield Y:
●

direct

are essentially

determination

“ determination
relative
product, and
●

,

.

three

general

relative

yield

methods

to one fission

to the yield

of a light

used

charged

to derive

a

event,

Yref of a reference

fission

determination
of a “ratio of ratio,” (YJY ~ef)a relative
to
( YIY ref)b,
where the subscripts a and b refer to different
fissioning
systems or to the same fissioning
system but at
different
energies.

An illustration of the yields Yi, Y(A), and Y(Z) is given in Fig.
VI. 1 for the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z3SU.
2. Mass distribution
of the fission fra~ments. The chain yield
for neutron-induced
fission of 235U is plotted in Fig. VI.2 for several
incident neutron energies. This yield is very asymmetric for thermal
neutrons. The most probable yield of asymmetric fission at the peaks
of the mass distribution is about 600 times more abundant than the
yields for symmetric fission in the valley of this distribution.
This
result is the consequence of shell effects that give extra stability and
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yield to the heavy fragment around the doubly closed shell Z = 50
and N = 82. Confirmation
of this interpretation
is given by the
variation of the mass distribution as a function of the mass AF of the
fissioning system. As illustrated in Fig. VI.3, the average mass <AH>
of the heavy-fragment
group remains constant when AF is changed,
whereas the average mass CAL> of the light-fragment
group increases
linearly
with AF. Therefore,
the mass increase
of the fissioning
system goes to the light fragment, not to the heavy fragment, which
is stabilized by the closed shells both in neutrons and in protons.
When the atomic number ZF of the fissioning system is equal to 100
(twice the magic number 50), then the mass distribution
becomes
symmetric when the neutron number NF of the fissioning system is
equal
to or exceeds
158. The transition
from
symmetric
to
asymmetric fission is very rapid, as can be seen in Fig. VI.4.
The asymmetry
in the fragment-mass
distribution
for most
actinides
at low excitation
energy is caused by shell effects,
as
discussed
above. Shell effects decrease
with increasing
excitation
energy.
As a consequence,
the mass asymmetry
in the fission
fragments should also decrease with excitation energy. This effect is
actually observed, for example, in the fission induced in 235u by
neutrons
of various
energies,
as illustrated
in Fig. VI.2 where
symmetric fission, which is very low for thermal neutrons, increases
with incident neutron energy.

.

3. Char~e distribution
of the fission fra~ments. An illustration
of the charge distribution
of the fission fragments is given in Fig.
VI.5. The locations of the fission products obtained in the light group
for thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z3SU are plotted on a (Z,N)
chart. An examination of the locations of these fission products shows
that their proton-to-neutron
ratio Z/N is, on the average,
slightly
greater than the ratio ZF/NF of the fissioning system even with the
correction made for prompt-neutron
emission. The fission fragments
are in fact situated between the line of ~ stability and the line of
unchanged-charge
distribution
ZUCD(A), defined by
Zu~(A) _zF,
A + VP(A) AF

.

where ~
the fragment

is the average number
of mass number A.
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of prompt

(VI.3)
neutrons

emitted

by

Because of charge conservation,
heavy fragments
average, a proton number smaller than ZU CD.

have,

on the

More quantitatively,
the isobaric charge distribution
P(Z)
be adequately described by a Gaussian of the following form:

can

.

p(z) =*

~* -[z - %(*)12 ,
2 $~A)
where ZP(A) is the most probable charge and 62(A) is the
deviation
of the distribution.
An example
of isobaric
VI.6.
The
charge
ZP (A) is
distribution
is given in Fig.
expressed as the difference AZP(A) (the charge shift) between
and ZUCD(A):

(VI.

4)

standard
charge
usually
Zp( A )

(VI.5)
The charge shift AZP varies from fragment to fragment but is,
on the average, equal to 0.5 (-0.5) for a heavy (light) fragment.
The width parameter 6Z also varies from fragment to fragment
but, on the average, increases slightly with AF from about 0.5 for
thorium to 0.65 for californium.
There is an odd-even effect in the charge yields Y(Z) whereby
fragments
with even-Z values are formed with larger yields than
those having odd-Z values. This odd-even effect, which decreases
with increasing excitation energy and mass of the fissioning system,
has been extensively studied to pinpoint possible viscosity effects in
fission ([BR 89]).
C. Measurements

.

of the Yields of the Fission Fra~ments

1. Introduction.
Several
experimentally
the fission-fragment

methods
yields:

direct y-ray spectroscopy,
“ radiochemistry,
and
physical measurements
on fission

can

be

used

to

obtain

●

,

●

fragments

in flight.

These methods have been reviewed several times ([Den 83]).
In the following, the principles of the first two methods are briefly
summarized (Sees. VI.C.2 and VI. C.3), and a few examples of fission-
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fragment
VI.C.4.

.

spectrometers

for in-flight

measurements

are given

in Sec.

2. Method of direct v-rav .sDectroscoDY. In this method, the
fissile sample is irradiated
for a given period of time, and the
spectrum of y-rays emitted by the fission products is subsequently
measured
as a function
of time with a high-resolution
y-ray
Each y-ray is the signature of the decay of a specific
spectrometer.
fission
product
whose y-ray activity can then be measured
as a
function
of time. The method, though simple in its principle,
is
sometimes difficult to apply because the numerous components
are
often difficult to disentangle,
one from the other, in the complex
spectra. Also, y-rays emitted by low-yield
fission products
cannot
spectra requires
a
usually be seen. The analysis of the measured
knowledge of the decay properties of the fission products. For these
reasons, the accuracy of the method is limited to 5% at best.

3. Radiochemical

methods.
In radiochemical
methods,
several techniques can be used. The classical manual-radiochemicalseparation
technique was widely used in the early days of fission
studies. This technique can be applied when the decay time of the
fission product is long enough, and it can be very successful for the
determination
of extremely low yields, down to the 10-13 level. The
classical radiochemical
method can be improved by the use of fast,
automatic
separation
techniques,
which make it possible
to extend
the range of measurements
to fission products with shorter lifetimes.
On-line separation techniques
are also frequently
used, such as the
emanation
technique
for rare gases. Another radiochemical
method
makes use of mass separation with a chemically selective ion source.
The product
spectrum
thus obtained
is much simpler
than the
original one because mass separation excludes a number of chemical
The mass separators
using this technique
include
0S1S
elements.
(Soreq, Israel), OSTIS at the ILL (Grenoble,
France), and OSIRIS
(Studsvick,
Sweden).
4. Phvsical measurements
of the fission fra~ments in flight.
Physical
methods
usually
involve
making
measurements
on the
fission fragments
after prompt neutron emission and after full (or
almost full) acceleration
by their mutual Coulomb field. But these
fragments are not slowed down, except for the possible small energy
loss in the sample (usually thin) where they are emitted. The fission
fragments
are then analyzed
by a high-resolution
spectrometer,
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which
selects
their
mass
(and
possibly
their
charge).
The
independent
yield for these mass and charge numbers can then be
measured. Two such spectrometers, LOHENGRIN, installed at the ILL
high-flux reactor, and HIAWATHA, installed at the Illinois Advanced
TRIGA Reactor (Urbana, Illinois, U.S.), are briefly described below.

.

The LOHENGRIN spectrometer
analyzes, outside the reactor
(with a very small solid angle), the recoiled fission fragments emitted
from a sample located inside the reactor in a thermal-neutron
flux of
101’$ n/cm2/s ([Mo1+ 75]). The spectrometer
uses a combination
of electrostatic
and magnetic
deflections
of the fission-fragment
beam, as illustrated
in Fig. VI.7. For a given set of electric and
magnetic fields (U and B, respectively)
and for a given value of the
ratio A/q (q is the ionic charge of the fragment),
the deflected
particles
are located on a parabola.
The ratio of energy to ionic
charge
E/q of the fragment varies along the parabola. Therefore, at a
given location in space, where the fragments are detected, and for a
set of values for U and B, the fragments are selected according to
their A/q and E/q values. The total energy E of the fragments
is
measured with an ionization
chamber. The three parameters,
A, E,
and q, are then known, and the yield Y(A) can be determined
by
summation over all possible values of E and q obtained from other
similar
measurements.
A mass-resolving
power
of A/5A 2 400
(where 5A is the mass resolution) is currently obtained for fragments
of the light group. The nuclear charge can also be determined,
for
example, by the energy loss AE of the fragment in a passive (solid)
absorber placed across the fission-fragment
beam in front of the
ionization
chamber or by an active (gaseous) absorber, which is a
part of the chamber itself. In both cases, the nuclear charge can be
obtained from the measured AE value, which is dependent on the
nuclear charge. An example of charge determination
obtained with
the passive-absorber
method
is given
in Fig.
VI.8.
Charge
determination
with an active absorber is less precise because
the
resolution of a gaseous absorber is not as good as that for a solid
absorber. Another method uses a Frisch-grid
ionization
chamber to
detect
the fission
fragment,
which
subsequently
provides
a
measurement of the nuclear charge. The shape in time of the signal
given by such a chamber is similar to a Bragg curve and is therefore
dependent
on the nuclear
charge,
which
can subsequently
be
determined ([Oed+ 83]).
5

.

.

x
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In the same manner as for the LOHENGRIN spectrometer, the
HIAWATHA
spectrometer
analyzes, outside the reactor, the fission
fragments
emitted from a sample located inside the reactor in a
thermal-neutron
flux of 4 x 101z n/cmz/s ([DW 77]). The mass of a
fission fragment is determined by a TOF measurement of the time t it
takes the fragment to traverse a distance d and of the kinetic energy
E of this fragment. The experimental arrangement is sketched in Fig.
VI.9. The energy E is measured with a 2 to 4!% resolution
with a
surface-barrier
detector at the end of the flight length. But to achieve
the TOF instrument
is preceded
by an
a better
resolution,
which
can
provide
a more
precise
analyzer,
electrostatic
measurement (about 0.3~0) of E/q. Because the charge q is an integer,
the final energy resolution
is also about 0.39Z0. The overall mass
resolution
obtained
with this spectrometer
is 5 A = 0.5. As for
LOH13NGRIN, summation over E and q is required to obtain the mass
yield Y(A). No measurements of the nuclear charge with HIAWATHA
has been reported.
A
measured,

of fission-fragment
yields
great
number
but an experimental
effort is still necessary

have

been

in the symmetric fission region,
. for neutron-induced
fission at different neutron energies,
and
. for fissile nuclei having an odd nuclear charge number.

●

.

●

D, Calculations of Fission-Fra~ment
Yields
for only a small
Independent
yields have been measured
fraction of the large number (= 1,000) of fission fragments, even for
the best-known fissioning systems. For example, about 220 INs have
been measured for the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z35U and
140 for the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of 2qgPu.
Calculations
that can supplement the known INs for these fissioning systems and
that can predict the INs for other systems for which the yield data
nonexistent
are therefore
essential.
Such
or even
are scarce
calculations
are based on models that use systematic
trends of the
derived from available
data. The same situation
also
parameters
applies, to some extent, to other yields, such as the mass and the
charge yields.
The
especially

mass yields
are better
known than
fragments
situated
at
for the fission
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the other
the peaks

yields
of the

.

.

asymmetric mass division. One of the first methods used to calculate
the mass yields for a large number of fissioning
systems involved
fitting the available data with a sum of five Gaussian curves, two
complementary
pairs for the light- and heavy-fragment
peaks, and
one single curve for symmetric fission. The parameters used in these
calculations
were either obtained
directly
by fitting the available
data or were extrapolated from these data ([MCT 74], [Die 87a]).
More sophisticated
models, called the 2P and the A; models,
were developed by Wahl ([Wah 88] ). These models are an extension
of the model using the five Gaussian curves discussed above. The Zp
model assumes a Gaussian charge dispersion about the most probable
Z ~ value for a primary fragment of mass A. In the same manner, the
A: model assumes
a Gaussian
mass distribution
about the most
probable A: value for a fragment of mass A’ (A is the mass number
of the fission
fragment
before
prompt-neutron
emission).
The
parameters
used in the equations
that define the mass and charge
distributions
are derived
globally
by least-squares
fits to the
available
data. These data are evaluated
for the light and heavy
fragments
and treated together by the least-squares
method. Model
parameters
are derived preferentially
for the heavy fragment,
with
complementary
values used for the the light fragment,
because of
the stability
of the heavy-fragment
group for different
fissioning
systems.
Yields are also modulated
to take into account pairing
effects both in neutrons and in protons. The average values of the
number of prompt neutrons emitted by each fragment are estimated
empirically
from experimental
data.

.

.

These models have been used by Wahl (~ah
88]) to calculate
the fission-fragment
yields for eight different
fissioning
systems
from the fast-neutron-induced
fission of 23 zTh to the spontaneous
fission of zszCf. An illustration of such calculations is given in Figs.
VI. 10 and VI. 11 for the charge and the mass yields, respectively,
of
the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z3SU. As can be seen from Fig.
VI. 11, the A; model involves the summation (for each mass number)
of the independent
yields
obtained
from
the isotopic
mass
distributions
for various charge numbers. These figures show a very
good agreement of the calculations with the data. Yet, some areas of
discrepancies
can exist for low yields near symmetric fission or in
the wings of the asymmetric
mass division. These models are also
used in calculations for evaluated data files such as JEF2 and ENDF/B-
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VI. Similar calculations
could be extended to other systems if new
measured yields are made available, as discussed in Sec. VI.C.
VII.

DECAYHEAT

A. Introduction
As discussed in Chap. VI, the fission products after promptneutron evaporation are still away from the line of @ stability on the
neutron-rich
side. Therefore,
they are generally unstable and decay
by ~-ray emission with lifetimes
that are long compared
with the
fast processes
governed
by the strong interaction.
The residual
nucleus obtained by ~-ray decay is generally formed in an excited
state that decays by y-ray emission.
In some cases, the residual
nucleus can also decay by neutron emission discussed in Chap. VIII.
The ~-rays and the y-rays emitted over long periods of time in the
decay of the fission products dissipate heat in the irradiated
fuel.
This is the so-called decay heat, though a more precise expression
should be “decay heat rate” or “decay power” because the decay heat
is in fact a power dissipated in the sample.
Another source of decay heat, different from that of the fission
products but usually much smaller at least for short cooling times,
comes from the actinides formed during the operation of the reactor,
of the actinides to the
especially for high burnups. The contribution
decay heat is difficult to measure and is usually calculated.
This
aspect of decay heat is ignored in this chapter.
The decay heat generated
by the fission products
is a very
important
parameter
in nuclear safety. It is possible
to stop the
fission process in a nuclear reactor; however, it is not possible to stop
the generation
of decay heat, which must be removed
by very
reliable cooling devices to avoid serious consequences
such as the
melting of the fuel.
.

.

The decay heat must be known for different time scales and for
different purposes. A time scale from a fraction of a second to a few
days following fission (short cooling times) is applicable to the socalled in-core utilization
(or bumup) and to the consequences
of a
loss-of-coolant
accident
(LOCA). This time regime is relevant
to
safety and is the only one considered in this chapter. Longer time
scales are relevant to the storage of the irradiated fuel either onsite
or offsite (for example, for reprocessing).
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The decay heat dissipated in an irradiated fuel depends on the
history of the operation of the reactor before its shutdown and any
possible
modification
of the fission-product
inventory
by neutron
here only for integral
radiative
capture. This aspect is considered
experiments discussed in Sec. VII.B.

.

The basic decay-heat
data that are required
include
the
average
energies
<Ep> and CEy> that correspond
to the energies
released by the ~-rays and the y-rays, respectively,
and possibly the
energy spectra for these radiations as a function of time following
one fission event. The decay power m(t) produced at a time t after a
fission event is called the decay-heat
burst function, which is the
sum of the burst functions b(t) and g(t) that correspond to the ~-rays
and y-rays, respectively.
The decay heat can be obtained
from calculations
or from
measurements.
The summation method, which is used extensively
in
the calculations,
has made
great
progress
and is preferable,
whenever
possible,
because
it is based on the contributions
of
individual
fission
products.
The origin
of the decay heat can
therefore
be identified
more precisely,
and the knowledge
of the
decay
heat can then be more easily
extrapolated
to different
fissioning
systems.
But the measurements
remain
indispensable,
which was the case in the early studies of decay heat because the
fission-product
data were scarce at that time, especially
for shortlived ones with more energetic radiation releases. But measured data
on decay
heat are still very useful
because
they provide
a
verification
of the calculations and can therefore establish confidence
in the validity of these calculations.
Measurements
of decay
properties
of individual
fission
products
also play an important
role as basic ingredients
in
calculations using the summation method (see Sec. VII. C).

.

The measurements
and
fission-product
decay properties
VII.B and VII.C, respectively.

calculations
of the decay heat and
are discussed in more detail in Sees.

B. Measurements
Measurements of decay heat following
1940s shortly after the discovery of fission
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fission were made in the
as part of the Plutonium

Project. Details of the first decay-heat
measurements
made in 1942
and
1943
are given
by Borst
([Bor
51]).
The
decay-heat
measurements
that have been carried out since this early work have
been reviewed many times (see [Sch 79], [Tob 80], and [Die 87a]). In
we review
briefly
the various
methods
used to
the following,
measure the decay heat, and we describe some recent work in this
field.
In the experimental
determinations
of the decay heat, a fissile
sample is first irradiated for a given time in a known neutron flux;
the irradiated
sample is then rapidly removed from the irradiation
position (usually with a fast pneumatic device), and the residual heat
produced in the sample is subsequently
measured as a function of
the cooling time following the end of the irradiation.
The spectrum of the neutrons used for the irradiation
on the future use of the decay heat results, e.g., whether
light-water reactors or for fast breeders.

depends
it is for

The burst function
m(t) can be obtained
directly
from the
measurement
if a short and intense neutron burst is produced
for
the irradiation
of the sample. Although
such neutron
bursts are
sometimes available, e.g., with the GODIVA fast-pulsed 23SU critical
assembly
at the Los Alamos National
Laboratory,
they are very
difficult to produce. In practically all cases, the sample is irradiated
during a time I that cannot be neglected,
and the result of the
measurement is not directly m(t) but, rather, a quantity M(I,t) given
by the following expression:
I+t

M(I,t) =

m(z) d%.
\

●

✎

(VII.1)

t

In a subsequent
analysis of the results, the quantity
M(I,t),
usually obtained for several values of I, is frequently
transformed
into the burst function m(t). Direct comparisons
between different
M(I,t) results can nevertheless
be made without using the burst
function m(t) provided that consistent M(I,t) values are used in the
comparisons.
The number of fissions that took place in the sample during the
irradiation
must also be determined
to obtain the decay heat per
fission.
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Since
the pioneering
measurements
mentioned
above,
the
techniques
for the experimental
determination
of the decay heat
have
varied
from
integral
to
considerably
microscopic
measurements.

.

*

.

Calorimetry
is an integral
method that was widely used in
early measurements. Still in use, it can give the total decay heat in a
single measurement. But this method is usually not suitable for short
cooling
times because
the time constant
of the calorimeter
is
generally too long. Calorimeters
can be designed to have a smaller
heat capacity
with a time constant
less than 1 s. But these
calorimeters
have small dimensions
and cannot
totally absorb the
hard y-rays that are emitted by the sample. The measured
decay
heat is then underestimated.
To compensate for that, y-ray detectors
can be placed around the calorimeter to detect hard y-rays that may
escape the calorimeter.
A separation between the contributions
from
~-rays and y-rays can sometimes be achieved by using absorbers.
A major step forward toward more sophisticated
decay-heat
measurements
was made with the radiation-spectrometry
method
that uses counters, especially scintillators,
to detect and to measure
separately the y-rays or ~-rays or both. These detectors can provide
the spectrum
of the radiation
emitted
from the sample.
Most
measurements
of the radiation
responsible
for the decay heat are
made on the ensemble of all fission products accumulated from many
fissions, or aggregate fission products (AFP), present in the irradiated
sample. The average energies, <Ep > or CEY> or both, can easily be
derived from the spectrum measurements
of the ~-rays or the y-rays
or both, respectively. Because of the fast response of these detectors,
the decay heat can be measured for very short cooling times. In most
cases, only the y-rays are detected
because they can escape the
irradiated sample much more easily than ~-rays, which have a short
range in the sample. Yet the y-ray spectra are also difficult
to
measure for short-lived
fission products,
not only because of the
short half-life of these products but also because large energies are
involved in the decay of short-lived products with the consequence
that the spectra extend over a large energy range and are very
complex
and that many y-ray lines are often missed
in the
measurements.
The ~-rays can be measured with thin samples if the
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fission cross section
are large enough.

.

or the neutron

flux or both for the irradiation

It is also possible,
with more sophisticated
techniques,
to
measure the radiation
emitted by individual
fission products.
For
example,
the fission
product
responsible
for the emission
of a
particular measured radiation can be identified from a specific y-ray
transition
emitted
by this fission product
or its daughter.
Many
decay properties of fission products were also obtained as a spin off
of the increased
use of on-line
isotope
separation
techniques
developed for nuclear astrophysics,
which make use of these data for
tests of models for nucleosynthesis.
Though not made for fission
studies, these results could be used for the knowledge
of fissionproduct
properties.
All the results
on these
fission-product
properties can be used directly or indirectly in the calculations of the
decay heat, as discussed in Sec. VII.C.
Most of the experimental
studies on the decay heat are now
carried out in Sweden and in Japan. In the following,
we describe
briefly the methods used in these two countries.

.

.

In the measurements
made
in Japan
at the National
Engineering Research Laboratory (NERL, often called YAYOI in the
literature) the decay heat was determined for the AFPs produced in
fission induced by fast neutrons in Z33U, Z3SU, Z39PU, ZS8U, natU, and
23 zTh for a time scale between 10 to 10s s ([AA 82]). The samples
were irradiated at the center of the grazing hole of the YAYOI reactor
where the neutron spectrum is similar to, though a little softer than,
a fission-neutron
spectrum.
Both the ~ - and y-ray
spectra
were
measured for the fission of 233U, Z3SU, and ZS9PU, but only the y-ray
spectra were measured for the fission of 23zTh, natU, and z38U. For
these last isotopes, as compared with the fissile ones, the fission rate
is smaller. Larger samples had to be used with the consequence
that
~-rays could not be measured. Irradiation
times of 10 s and 100 s
were used for the y-decay measurements
and slightly longer times of
10 s, 60 s, and 300 s were used for the ~-decay
measurements.
The
number of fissions that took place in the sample during irradiation
was measured from the activity of 97 Zr, which was also formed
during the irradiation.
The y-ray spectrum
was measured
between
0.1 and 5 MeV with a NaI scintillator, which had a diameter and a
length of 76.2 mm and was properly shielded against ~-rays. The ~ray spectrum was measured between 0.3 and 8 MeV with a plastic
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scintillator having a well shape with external diameter and length of
50.82 mm and a hole of 16 mm in diameter and 20 mm in depth. The
average energies
cE~> or <E@ were obtained by integrating
these
spectra
at different
cooling
times and normalizing
them to the
number of fission events. These results are discussed in Sec. VII.C.
.

In a measurement
made in Sweden at the Studsvick Neutron
Research Laboratory
(SNRL), the decay heat was measured for the
AFPs produced in the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z35U and
239pu and for the fast-neu~on-induced
fission of 238U ([Job 88]). Bo~
the ~-ray and the y-ray decay heat were measured
separately
for
23SU and Z39PU, but only the y-ray decay heat was measured for 238U.
The
neutrons
were
produced
with
the 6-MeV
proton
beam
accelerated by a Van de Graaff accelerator. For the 23SU and 239P u
measurements,
the fast neutrons produced from the bombardment
of
a thick 9Be target by the proton beam were thermalized
in a big
block of paraffin. For the 238U measurements,
fast neutrons of 2.3
MeV were produced with the T(p,n) reaction by bombarding
a thin
tritium target with the proton beam. Irradiation times varied from 4
s to 120 s for Z3SU, from 4 s to 870 s for ZS8U, and from 20 s to 870 s
for 239Pu. The number of fissions
was determined
with fission
ionization chambers for ZSSU and Z39PU and from well-known y-ray
lines from fission products
for zs 8U. The ~ -ray
spectrum
was
measured for 23s U and 23 gU from 400 keV to 3 MeV with a Si(Li)
detector. The ~-ray spectrum could not be measured for the thick
238U samples, which had to be used because the 23 sU(n,f)
cross
section and the neutron flux were too low at 2.3 MeV. The y-ray
spectrum was measured for the three nuclei from 40 keV and 6 MeV
with a NaI (Tl) crystal having a diameter and a length of 12.5 cm.
The results from this work are discussed in Sec. VII.C

.

In another measurement,
also made in Sweden, the spectra of
~-rays and y-rays were directly determined
for each of 112 fission
products ([Rud+ 88], [Rud+ 90]). This microscopic method was already
used in an earlier work for the determination
of the antineutrino
spectrum
emitted
by a reactor
([AR
82]) and is based
on
simultaneous
measurements
of the ~-rays emitted by a mixture of
fission products and specific y-rays emitted by the daughter nuclei.
The spectra of the ~-rays emitted
by these fission
products
are
measured
without
any
knowledge
of the
spectrum
of the
corresponding
y-rays, except for the specific y-rays, which are labels
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of the ~-ray emitters. The fission products were obtained partly with
ISOLDE (CERN, Switzerland)
and partly with OSIRIS (Studsvick,
Sweden). In both cases, the ~-rays were measured with two different
depending
on the energy range. Above 500 keV, the
detectors,
detector was a telescope consisting of a thin plastic detector (for the
measurement of an initial energy loss AE) in coincidence with a 15mm-thick germanium detector (for the measurement
of the residual
energy). Below 1,500 keV, a Si(Li) detector was used. The 500- to
1,500-keV
overlap region
was used to adjust the two spectra
relative to each other. In addition to the ~-ray detector,
a highresolution Ge(Li) detector was used for the detection of y-rays, thus
permitting
the identification
of the P-ray emitters. In a subsequent
analysis of the data, the spectra of (3-rays was obtained for individual
fission products in the 80 to 100 mass range
(light-fragment
group)
and in the 130 to 150 mass range (heavy-fragment
group). The <E~>
energies were derived from these spectra and used in the summation
method to calculate the ~-ray decay heat. The results obtained in this
manner for 112 fission products with half-lives between a fraction of
a second and a few hours can account for 50 to 60% of the ~-ray heat
for cooling times shorter than 100 s. If the contribution of long-lived
fission products with well-known
decay schemes is added to these
experimental results, then about 90% of the P-ray decay heat can be
determined.
Measurements
of y-ray spectra were also carried out in
a similar manner with OSIRIS by replacing the ~-ray detector by a yray detector. The results of this work are discussed in Sec. VII.C.
C. Calculations
The decay heat can, in principle,
be determined
by
the
microscopic method in which the yields and decay properties of the
fission products are known. The overall decay-heat power P(t) from
the AFPs formed in the fission of a given fissioning system can then
be determined
by the summation
method, which simply involves
adding the contributions of all the fission products i:
.

(VII.2)
.

where Ni(t) is the number of fission products i present at time t, Ei is
the energy released in the decay of fission product i, and Xi is the
decay constant of fission product i. The energy Ei can be either the ~decay

energy

EiP, the y-decay

energy
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EiY, or the

sum

of the two

energies Ei~ + E iv This expression is exact, and the uncertainty in the
calculation
of P(t) comes from the uncertainties
in the quantities
used in the summation.

.

In addition to the yields, discussed
in Chap. VI, the decay
properties
that need to be known for each fission product are the
half-life z+ (or decay constant k), the various decay modes and their
and the average energies
(with possibly
the energy
probabilities,
The total energy release Q~ in
spectrum) of the emitted radiations.
the ~ decay is also useful to know.
The decay properties
cannot
be measured
for all fission
Therefore,
an
experimental
data
base
must
be
products.
supplemented
with calculations
that make partial
use of these
measured data. These calculations
are especially
needed for shortfor which
measurements
are notoriously
lived fission
products
difficult. Models, like the gross theory of ~ decay ([TYK 73]), which
assumes that the j3 strength function S~ (E) varies smoothly
from
nucleus to nucleus,
were developed for such calculations.
But as
evident by the growing body of measured
decay properties,
this
and more sophisticated
models
assumption
is not always justified,
that take into account the specific properties of the nuclei ([Kla 83])
are now used.
The data for decay-heat
predictions
were the subject
of a
recent meeting ([Nea 87]). The proceedings of this meeting provide a
wealth
of information
that are used in this chapter
and are
supplemented,
when necessary, with more recent results.

.

The present knowledge of the half-lives seems satisfactory
for
most calculations
of the decay heat. Some gaps in measured values
exist for elements from Y through Pd and from La through Sm, as
well as for the Ni and Co isotopes, but these nuclei do not play a
major role in the decay heat. The unmeasured
half-lives
can be
calculated with the theory of weak interactions (see [Kra 87]).
The population
of fission-product
problem that is not completely resolved,
ones: gGY, 9gNb, %1’b, and 100Nb.
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isomers
is a challenging
even for the most important

The knowledge of Q~ is very useful for the calculation of the
decay properties of fission products (especially
for short-lived
ones)
and also for the verification of the energy balance in the ~ decay

Qp = @p)
+ (%)+(=),
where (E+ is the average
decay.

energy

of the antineutrinos

(VH.3)
emitted

in the ~

There are much fewer measurements
on Qp than on the halflives. Therefore,
the determination
of Qp values relies heavily on
These
mass
of
mass
evaluations.
calculations
that make use
evaluations become less precise away from the line of ~ stability. A
review of the various mass evaluations
is under way, but the 1988
evaluation
([WAH 88]) is widely used at the present
“Midstream”
time.
The average energies cE~> and c%> are usually deduced from (3The y-ray spectra are more easily
ray and y-ray spectra, respectively.
measured than the ~-ray ones and are therefore widely used in the
calculations.
The calculations
of the j3-ray and y-ray spectra rely
extensively
on the Evaluated Nuclear Structure Data File (ENSDF),
supplemented
by experimental
results.
A comparison of the values of Q~, <E~>, and <~>
various sources can be found in [Rei 87].

coming

from

The calculations of the decay heat with the summation method,
using both experimental
and theoretical data on the decay properties
have been
greatly
developed.
These
of the fission
products,
calculations can now provide a good description of the decay heat for
are currently compared
several fissioning systems. These calculations
with results of integral measurements.
The quantities
most used in
are the burst functions
m(t), b(t), and
the decay-heat
comparisons
g(t). These burst functions
vary approximately
as t-1, and for this
reason they are often multiplied
by t in the comparison
plots for
Discrepancies
between calculations
and measurements
convenience.
indicate that the microscopic data files may be deficient, at least for
some fission products. Only a few of the innumerable
comparisons
are briefly described below.
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The ~-ray decay heat for the fission induced in ZSSU and in
23 gPu by ‘ther-mal neutrons was determined,
for example, from an
measurement
described
above
integral
([Job 881) and from
calculations
using the summation
method with the ~-ray
spectra
measured for individual fission products described above ([Rud+ 88])
and was supplemented
by the evaluated
data of JEF- 1 for some
unmeasured
~-ray energies
of fission
products.
The summation
method also made use of the fission-product
yields from a data file
essentially based on JEF-1. The comparison between the two sets of
data is plotted in Fig. VII. 1 for the fission of ZSSU. The integral data
are composed of a mixture of results obtained with irradiation times
of 4 s (for short cooling times) and 120 s (for long cooling times).
These integral results were not analyzed to obtain the burst function
b(t), but the summation method took into account the effect of the
irradiation
times in the comparison.
As can be seen in Fig VII. 1,
excellent
agreement
exists between the integral and the calculated
results for the fission of ZS5U. A similar agreement is obtained for the
fission of 23 gPu. Although a good agreement
is also obtained
in
similar comparisons using other data files in the summation method,
disagreement
can show up with some data files as illustrated in Fig.
VII.2, which shows the interest of integral measurements
for the test
of fission-product
data files.
The comparison between the results of the summation methods
and integral experiments is illustrated for fission induced in 235u by
thermal neutrons in Figs. VH.3, VII.4, and VII.5 for the ~-, y-, and
total-decay
heat, respectively.
In this comparison,
the results of the
summation
method come from the evaluated
file ENDF/B-VI
( [RE”
90]), and the results of the integral experiment are those from YAYOI
([AA 82]) described in Sec. VII.B. The various contributions
to the
summation method are also given in Figs. VII.3 through VII.5. The
data used in these contributions
correspond to
(a)

average energies obtained from
from spectroscopic investigations

(b)

direct experimental
determinations
of the ~-ray
energies measured at Studsvick ([Rud+ 90]),

(c)

average energies from
incomplete experimental

.

.

decay schemes
([ICE 91]),

constructed

and y-ray

gross beta theory supplemented
information ([ICE 91]), and
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by

(d)

average

energies

from gross beta theory ([ICE 91]).

Note that the ENDF/B file contains data on as many as about
891 fission products of which 127 are stable and 168 are formed in
isomeric states. Among the 764 unstable fission products, only 510
have some measured
spectra
or average
energies.
Theoretical
calculations
are needed to obtain the spectra and energies for most
the
and
to supplement
remaining
unstable
fission
products
incomplete measured spectra for 115 nuclei in the set of 510 fission
products. In some cases, only the half-life of the fission product is
known and sometimes the half-life is not known at all. Thus, the
experimental
data base for fission products is incomplete;
therefore,
calculated data with theoretical
models are essential for a complete
data file that can be used for accurate decay-heat calculations
with
the summation
method.
An illustration
of the importance
of supplementing
the
measured data with calculated data in decay-heat
calculations
using
the summation method is given in Fig. VII.6 for the y-ray decay-heat
burst function for the fission of 238U induced by fast neutrons. The
integral data comes from the YAYOI experiments.
The summation
method was used in the calculated results of versions IV, V, and VI
of ENDF/B plotted in Fig. VII.6. The improvement in the results of the
summation method is obvious when going from ENDF/B version IV to
VI. This improvement
comes mainly from the use of more model
calculations
to supplement the experimental
data base.

.

.

Another effect worth mentioning is the critical role played by a
few selected isotopes such as 10ZTC, which decays to 10ZRU. The y-ray
energy emitted in the decay of 102Tc is poorly known, and values
ranging
from 80 keV to 1.2 MeV have been used in different
evaluated-data
files. Theoretical
calculations
are also imprecise.
For
example, a new improved theory called QRPA ([MBK 89]) cannot
calculate transitions to levels located below the pairing gap in doubly
even nuclei such as 10ZRU. The effect of using different y-ray energies
in the decay of 102Tc is illustrated in Fig. VII.7 for the y-ray decayheat burst function for the fission induced in 239Pu by fast neutrons
([RE 91]). Clearly, high y-ray energies for the decay of 10ZTC are in
better agreement with the integral data than are low energies.
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VIII.

DELAYED NEUIRONS

A. Introduction
The emission
of delayed
neutrons
following
fission
was
detected in 1939 shortly after the discovery of fission ([RMW 39]).
The properties of these neutrons must be known with great precision
because they play an important role in the kinetic behavior of any
chain-reacting
system during its normal mode of operation
([Kee
65]).
The physics of delayed-neutron
emission
and recent results
described
in Sec. VIII.B,
properties are given in. Sec. VIII.C.

in fission is briefly
on delayed-neutron

B. Phvsics of Delaved-Neutron
Emission
The mechanism whereby a delayed neutron is emitted after
fission is illustrated in Fig VIII. 1. When a fission product decays by
~-ray emission, the residual (or daughter) nucleus is generally left in
an excited state. The excited daughter nucleus decays itself by y-ray
emission
if the excitation
energy is below the neutron-emission
threshold. But, in a few cases, if the excitation energy of the daughter
nucleus can be high enough to exceed the neutron separation energy
S ~, the daughter nucleus decays preferentially
by neutron emission
because the neutron width r~ is greater than the capture width ry.
This neutron decay of the daughter
nucleus
(called
the neutron
as is any emission
governed
by the strong
emitter)
is fast,
interaction,
but the @ decay of the parent nucleus
(called
the
delayed-neutron
precursor)
is slow because it- is governed
by the
the ~ decay of the precursor, not the
weak interaction.
Therefore,
for the relatively long emission
decay of the emitter, is responsible
time of the delayed neutron after fission. Consequently,
the delayedneutron emission rate follows that of the ~ decay of the delayedneutron
precursor.
.

.

Delayed-neutron
emission can occur not only from fission
products but also from other nuclei such as those formed in some
emission is considered here for
heavy-ion reactions. Delayed-neutron
several types of fissioning systems: (1) spontaneous
fission (S) and
(2) fission induced by thermal neutrons (T), by fast neutrons (F), or
by high-energy
neutrons
(H). Fast neutrons do not have a wellthey correspond
generally
to a fission-neutron
defined
energy;
spectrum, sometimes degraded in energy in the medium where the
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fission takes place. High-energy
neighborhood of 14 MeV.

neutrons

have

an

energy

in

the

A complete
determination
of delayed-neutron
emission
in
fission requires the identification
of the delayed-neutron
precursors
which are yield Y, half-life
a; or decay
and of their properties,

.

constant k, delayed-neutron
emission probability
Pn, and the energy
spectrum ~d of the emitted neutrons. But these detailed microscopic
data are never completely
available
from experiments.
They must
therefore be supplemented
by model calculations
and from results of
more global (or macroscopic)
measurements
that give the overall
delayed-neutron
properties,
which are essentially
the average total
number ~ of delayed neutrons per fission (also called the absolute
delayed-neutron
yield), the time dependence
rid(t) of the delayed
neutron activity, and the energy spectrum of the delayed neutrons at
various
times after fission.
All these results
are usually
tested
against integral data.
Two

important
delayed-neutron
precursors
1STI with daughter nuclei gTKr and 1sTXe, respectively.

.

.

are STBr and
The ~ values

for these precursors are 55.6 s for 8TBr and 22 s for 1371. Neutron
because their neutron
emission
from sTKr and 137 Xe is possible
numbers are 51 and 83, respectively.
These numbers are equal to a
magic number (50 or 82) plus 1 with the consequence that this extra
nucleon is loosely bound and the Sn value is small (5.5 MeV and 3.6
MeV for sTKr and 13TXe, respectively).
Information
on delayedneutron
precursors
has greatly
improved
over the last 15 years
through measurements
and also through model calculations,
and the
number of delayed-neutron
precursors
that can now be taken into
account to predict delayed-neutron
properties can be very large. Fig.
VIII.2
presents
a review
of the location
of delayed-neutron
precursors on an (N,Z) chart with their relative contributions
to the
absolute
delayed-neutron
yield
and with an indication
of the
experimental
data available for each of them. Most delayed neutrons
are emitted from odd-Z precursors.
Recent model calculations
of
delayed-neutron
properties
include as many as 271 delayed-neutron
precursors though many of them play a minor role ([BE 89]).
The
individual
summation

neutron
properties
method:

activity
of the

nd (t) can be derived
from
delayed-neutron
precursors
by
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the
the

(VIII.1)

In this expression, the summation is made over all delayedprobability
neutron precursors k with a yield yk, a neutron-emission
Pnk, and a decay constant ~k. But the neutron activity rid(t) can be
adequately
described
in terms of neutron groups much smaller in
number than the large quantity of precursors used in the summation
method. The most common description of rid(t) is made with a sum of
a few exponential,
each one corresponding to a neutron group:

~(t) = ~

aie-~t.

(VIII.2)

i

The parameters
ai and ~i in Eq. VIII.2 are determined
by
measured
aggregate
data
on delayed-neutron
emission
fitting
following a fission pulse and on saturation irradiation experiments
in
critical assemblies.
Satisfactory
fits to the data are obtained
with
only six groups. An example of the half-lives obtained from these
fits, weighted over nine different types of fission, are given in Table
VIII. 1. Other six-group
decay constants
can be used,
but the
consequences
of the differences
in these constants
on calculated
reactor kinetics
are not very important.
This separation
into six
groups is rather artificial and has no real physical basis, though the
two first groups given in .Table VIII. 1 must be strongly influenced by
the contributions
of 8TKr and 1371. Six delayed-neutron
groups are
sufficient
for most reactor kinetics studies. Sometimes,
for certain
kinetics studies, the number of groups actually used is even smaller
than six, and the six-group data are frequently consolidated
into two
or three reduced groups.

.

The average total number of delayed neutrons ~ can also be
expressed relative to the average total number of fission neutrons ~,
which is then called ~, the delayed-neutron
fraction:

.

(VIII:3)
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number
of delayed
The average
expressed for each temporal group i:

defined

The fractional group abundance
for each temporal group as

neutrons

can

~i is sometimes

also

be

used and is

(VIII.5)

The neutron
given

activity

ndi(t) for each temporal

group i is then

by
(VHI.6)

having

The summation
is made
decay constants kk satisfying

on delayed-neutron
the condition

& < k~ < ki~~ .
C. Recent

Results

on Delaved-Neutron

precursors

(VIII.7)

Properties

The most important
data on delayed
1. Introduction.
neutrons are their absolute yields m discussed in Sec. VIII.C.2. The
delayed-neutron
properties such as yields and spectra in the various
temporal groups are discussed in Sec. VIII.C.3. The results presented
below use extensively,
among other references,
recent
delayedneutron data ( [Bla+ 90]). The test of these data against integral
experiments
is not treated here.
.

.

vields.
Measurements
of the
2. Absolute
delaved-neutron
yields ~ have been made for 16 nuclei ranging from 23zTh to zSzCf.
An illustration of the results is given in Fig. VIII.3 for the neutroninduced fission of 23SU. The dispersion of the results plotted in Fig.
are probably
uncertainties
that
the
quoted
VIII.3
indicates
underestimated.
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For the thermal-neutron
the simple mean of the best
evaluations is given below:
~

pu)

induced fission of Z35U and 239P u,
available
experimental
results
and

= 0.0166 k 3%

and

~ (239PU) = 0.00654 * 4%.
For the fast-neutron
fission
of 238u,
long-standing
discrepancies
exist among the reported values of ~. A new and more
accurate measurement
of this parameter
is therefore very desirable.
Meanwhile, the following range of values are recommended:
~

(2W)

= 0.043 to 0.047.

For the less important
([Tut 79]) is recommended.

actinides,

the

evaluation

of Tuttle

The summation method can be very useful in obtaining ~
values, but the accuracy is about 8 to 10%, roughly twice that
for
direct measurements.
This relatively large uncertainty
is mainly due
to the fission yields rather than to the Pn values. This method is very
useful for nuclei for which no direct measurements
have been made.
Also, this method can give other information,
such as the neutron
spectra and the time dependence
of the various
delayed-neutron
properties (see Sec. VIII. C.3).
Three
the ~ values:

major

evaluation

efforts

use this method

to calculate

c ENDF/B-VI in the U.S. ([BE 89]),
JEF-2 in Europe ([NGS 91], [Bla 91]), and
“ Soviet work.

●

.

.

For example, a set of ~ values for 43 fissioning systems was
obtained with this method for ENDF/B-VI
using as many as 271
delayed-neutron
precursors
in the summation
procedure
([BE 89]).
These results are given in Table VIH.2 and. are compared with those
coming from the evaluation by Tuttle ([Tut 79]). There is an overall
agreement
between
the two sets of results
but the summation
method gives systematically
higher (smaller)
values for the light
(heavy) fissioning systems than those of the Tuttle evaluations.
For
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of 235u and 239pu,
the
the
thermal-neutron-induced
fission
summation
method also gives higher results than the recommended
which are in better agreement
with those of the Tuttle
values,
evaluation
([Tut 79]). This shows the limitations
of the summation
method,
which is not as reliable
and accurate
as the precise
measurements
or evaluations
based on such measurements.
An illustration
of the relative importance
of the delayedin the absolute
yields,
as obtained
in the
neutron
precursors
calculations
by the summation method for JEF-2, is given in Table
VIII.3.
The absolute delayed-neutron
yields are sometimes
needed
like 243 Am for which there are no direct
for high-A
actinides
measurements
and for which the microscopic
data base is too
incomplete for the summation method to be used. In such cases, it is
possible
to derive
a ~ value
by using
the semiempirical
~
dependence
on the parameter
(3ZF- A F), as pointed out by Keepin
([Kee 65]), or on the parameter (3ZF-AF)AF/ZF,
as used more recently
by Tuttle ([Tut 79]) and illustrated
in Fig. VIII.4.
Those two
dependencies

give very close values of

and 9.45 x 10’3,

respectively)]

in fair

~ for z’$3Am [(1 ~ O.1) x 10-3
agreement

with

more

recent

values, such as that of ~ = 9.1 x 10-3 adopted for JEF-2. This example
shows that these empirical laws, though not having any real physical
basis, can be very useful for the prediction
of average delayedneutron yields for poorly known actinides.
Very few data are available about a
on the energy of the incident neutrons. It is
mainly on odd-odd fission yields that vary
but this variation
seems to be quite weak
incident energy.
,

.

possible ~ dependence
known that ~ depends
with excitation
energy,
below 2-MeV neutron

3. Delaved-neutron
properties
in the temporal ~rouDs. The
(fractional
experimental
determination
of the (a, L) parameters
abundances and half-lives) and the spectra for the six usual temporal
groups is very difficult,
and, consequently,
only a few data are
available for a small number of nuclei.
Measurements
before 1986
5) and for 23SU and 23gPu (groups
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were made for 238U (groups 11-4). More recent measurements

were made for the six groups at Lowell ([Sha+ 88], [Cou+ 89], [Tan+
86]) and Birmingham ([Wea+ 87]) for Z3SU, Z38U, and 239Pu.
The most complete data base for the temporal description of
delayed-neutron
emission is obtained by the summation method ([BE
89]). Good agreement is obtained between these data and the direct
measurements
when a comparison
is possible. This agreement gives
confidence that the data base obtained for 43 fissioning systems by
the summation method is reliable.
An example
of the
activity rid(t) calculated
from
the summation
method with
activity is given in Fig. VIII.5
(ct,L) parameters
used in the
are given in Table VHI.4.

comparison
of the delayed-neutron
the six-group parameters
obtained by
a direct measurement
of this neutron
for the fast-neutron fission of 23SU. The
calculated results for this comparison

Delayed-neutron
spectra
can easily
be obtained
from this
method
for each group and for each fissioning
system.
These
calculated
spectra can be compared with measured spectra obtained
at Lowell for 235U and for eight successive time intervals between
0.17 s and 85.5 s. Good agreement
is obtained
for the average
energies for all eight temporal groups (Table VH1.5). These average
energies are in the 400- to 500-keV range, thus demonstrating
that
delayed
neutrons
are, on the average,
much softer than prompt
fission neutrons that have an energy of about 2 MeV. Satisfactory
agreement
is also obtained for the spectra, as illustrated
in Fig.
VIII.6 for the delay interval 3 (0.79 s to 1.25 s).
IX. CONCLUSION

<

This presentation
of some aspects of fission illustrates
the
interplay
that
can
exist
between
fundamental
and
applied
approaches
to a scientific
subject.
Many fission
studies
were
stimulated by applications such as the safety of nuclear reactors. The
need for better knowledge of fission properties for applications
was
often substantiated
by integral experiments.
The analysis of some of
these integral
experiments
could even predict
some microscopic
fission properties
suGh as the behavior
of the low-energy
cross
sections of z 3s U. But confidence
in integral experiments
is greatly
enhanced if they can be explained on a sound microscopic data base.
I sincerely hope that such a fruitful interplay can continue in the
future.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS
ac
as
b(t)
fH
g
g(t)
k
kn
kB
1
m(t)
rid(t)
q
s
{s}
Si
v~
VA
;

AF
Ai
A;

m

.

DSC
E()
E*
Ef
EfA
Em
En
J%
EC({S})
E:

Coefficient
of the Coulomb term in the Weizsacker
mass
formula.
Coefficient
of the surface term in the Weizsacker
mass
formula.
Decay power produced
by ~-rays at time t after a single
fission event.
Energy self-shielding
factor for homogeneous
mixtures.
Statistical factor.
Decay power produced
by y-rays at time t after a single
fission event.
Reactivity coefficient.
Neutron wave number.
Boltzmann
constant.
Orbital angular momentum.
Decay power produced at time t after a single fission event.
Delayed-neutron
activity at time t after fission.
Charge state of a fission fragment.
Spin of the incoming particle.
Set of shape parameters.
Shape parameter i.
Neutron velocity.
Velocity of nucleus having mass number A.
Fissility
parameter.
Mass number.
Mass number of the fissioning nucleus.
Mass number of fission fragment i (i = 1, 2 or L, H) after
prompt neutron emission.
Mass number of fission fragment i (i = 1, 2 or L, H) before
prompt neutron emission.
Deformation energy at scission.
Resonance
energy.
Excitation energy.
Fission barrier height.
Height of inner fission barrier A.
Height of outer fission barrier B.
Neutron kinetic energy.
Coulomb energy at sphericity.
Coulomb energy at deformation {s}.
Surface energy at sphericity.
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E~({s})
E~

Surface energy at deformation
Prescission
kinetic energy.

El

Total kinetic

E;

Excitation

E;

Total excitation

energy

energy

{s}.

of the fission

fragments.

at scission.
energy

of both fission

fragments.

~-ray energy.
y-ray energy.
Antineutrino
energy.
Spin of target nucleus.
Isomeric state of a fission fragment.
Spin of the compound nucleus state.
Independent yield of fission fragment i.
Decay power produced at time t after a single fission event
and after an irradiation time I.
Ni(t)
Number of fission products i present at the time t after
fission.
N
Neutron
number:
Na
Number of atoms/ems having absorption cross section Oa.
N~
Number of atoms/ems having scattering cross section c~.
NF
Neutron number of the fissioning nucleus.
Decay power generated by an aggregate of fission products
P(t)
at a time t after fission.
P*
Neutron-emission
probability
of
a delayed-neutron
precursor.
Total energy release in ~ decay.
Q
R
R matrix.
s~
Neutron separation
energy.
“sN
Nuclear area.
so
Strength function for s-wave neutrons.
Sp
Beta strength function.
T
Temperature
(in degrees Kelvin).
Teff
Effective temperature (in degrees Kelvin).
u
Collision matrix.
V({s}) Potential energy at deformation {s}.
v~
Coulomb energy at scission.
vM({S})
Macroscopic potential energy at deformation
{s}.
Yi
Independent yield of fission fragment. i.
Y(A)
Chain yield of fission fragments having mass number A.
Y(A, Z, I) Independent
yield
of fission
fragment
having
mass
number A, atomic number Z, and isomeric state I.
Y(Z)
Elemental yield of fragments having atomic number Z.
%
EY
K
I
I
J
INi
M(I,t)

.

.
t
I
I
I
[

,
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Cumulative
fragment yield.
Atomic number of the fissioning nucleus.
Most probable
atomic number
of fragments
with mass
number A.
Atomic number of fissioning nucleus.
Unchanged
charge
distribution
of fragment
with mass
number A.
Fractional group abundance of delayed neutrons.
Delayed-neutron
fraction.
Width parameter of the Doppler broadened function v(P ,x).
Delayed-neutron
fraction for temporal group i.
Amplitude for channel c.
Neutron width amplitude.
Dimensionless
value
of the deformation
energy,
at
deformation
({s }), normalized
to the potential
energy at
sphericity.
Average number of prompt fission neutrons per absorbed
incident
neutron.
Decay constant.
Initial fissioning state.
Total number of fission neutrons per fission.
Number of fission exit channels.
Number of prompt fission neutrons per fission.
Number of prompt fission neutrons emitted by fragment i.
Number of delayed fission neutrons per fission.
Average total number of fission neutrons per fission.
Average number of prompt fission neutrons per fission.
Average number of delayed neutrons per fission.
Number of prompt fission neutrons emitted by fragment of
mass number A.
Parity of the compound-nucleus
state.
Parity of the target nucleus.
Antireactivity
coefficient of the control system of a reactor.
Void antireactivity
coefficient.
Microscopic absorption cross section.
Intrinsic shape of a resonance.
Neutron-induced
fission cross section.
Neutron-induced
capture cross section.
Microscopic scattering cross section.
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Standard
deviation
of the Gaussian
used in Doppler
broadening.
Peak cross section of an isolated Breit-Wigner resonance.
Peak fission
cross section
of an isolated
Breit-Wigner
resonance.
Surface tension per unit nuclear area.
Half-life of a radioactive nucleus.
Value at the peak of the ~(~,x) function.
Total width of a resonance.
Neutron width.
Reduced neutron width.
Fission width.
Radiative capture width.
Doppler width.
Recoil energy of both fission fragments
caused by fast
decay processes.
Shell-energy
correction
to the macroscopic
potential
energy at deformation ((s}).
Charge shift, relative to ZU c D, of fragment
with mass
number A.
Debye temperature.
Macroscopic
resonant-absorption
cross section.
Macroscopic
potential-scattering
cross section.
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TABLE IV.1
Selection

of measurements

Reference

of ZQ9PU cross sections*

Energy Range
(eV)

Gwinet al. ([Gwi+ 71])
Deruytter and Wagemans
([DW 72]) Blons ([B1o 73])
Gwin et al. ([Gwi+ 76])
Gwin et al. ([Gwi+ 84])
Weston and Todd (~
84])
Spencer et al. ([Spe+ 87])
Harvey et al. ([Har+ 88])
Harvey et al. ([Har+ 88])

Measurement

Characteristics

0.01 to 0.5
0.01 to 0.5

Fission and absorption at 25.6 m
Fission at 8 m

40 to 1,000
0.02 to 0.5
0.01 to 30
9 to 1,000
0.01 to 30

Fission at 50 m; sample at 77 K
Fission and absorption at 40 m
Fission at 21.65 m
Fksion at 18.9 m
Transmission at 18 m
Transmission at 18 m; samples at 97 K
Transmission at 80 m; samples at 97 K

0.7 to 30
30 to 1,000

*These measurements were used in the analysis
discussed in the text ([DSP 90]).

of 23gPu

resonances

TABLE IV.2
Comparison
>nergy
(eV)

100 to

Calculations
psP 90]

ENDF/B-VI
Standards
Subcommittee
[Car+ 87]

200
300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1,000

18.135
17.312
8.080
9.389
15.062
4.129
5.323
4.729
8.223

18.66
17.88
8.43
9.57
15.56
4.46
5.63
4.98
8.30

100 to 1,000

10.043

10.39

200to

.

of the average z3gPu fission

300
400
500
600
700
800
900

to
to
to
to
to
to
to

t
~
*
*
k
~
*
~
t

0.13
0.12
0.06
0.07
0.11
0.04
0.04
0.04
0.07

cross sections
Blons
[Blo 73]

(in b&-ns)*

Weston and Todd
[WT 84]

18.93
17.79
8.91
9.71
15.51
4.63
5.94
5.11
8.57

18.095
17.441
8.130
9.337
15.17
4.192
5.385
4.765
8.165

10.57

10.075

.

*([DSP 901).
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TABLE IV.3
Parameters

of the %2 distributions
used in the calculations
in Fig. IV.6*
Spin

0+
1+

N

ap

Vf

62
154

3.000
0.030

1.3
1.0

presented

* (pX3P 90]).
number of levels used for the normalization
of the distribution.
N
de
average fission width in eV (a value of 3 meV was subtracted
from the fission widths to take into account the (n,yf) reaction).
Vfi
number of fission exit channels.

TABLE VIII.1
Average
Group

.

delayed-neutron

index

half-lives*

Weighted

1
2
3
4
5
6

average
(s)

54.67
21.66
5.42
2.28
0.514
0.191

~
A
~
~
t
t

half-life

0.33
0.25
0.15
0.02
0.013
0.010

.

.

*These half-lives were obtained for the six temporal neutron groups
in the analysis of the data for many different
fissioning
systems
([Kee 65]).
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TABLE VIII.2
Total

.
.-

Type of
Fission

delayed-neutron

yields*

&

~

[BE 89]

[Tut 79]

227 Th(T)
229 Th(T)
232Th(F)
232Th(H)
231 Pa(F)
232U(T)

1.41
1.82
5.64
4.16
1.60
0.52

k
t
t
*
+
*

0.26
0.29
0.41
0.36
0.23
0.08

233U(T)
233U(F)
233U(H)
234U(F)
234U(H)
235U(T)

0.97
0.90
0.70
1.29
0.77
1.78

t
*
~
~
t
A

0.16
0.12
0.10
0.15
0.11
0.10

0.67
0.73
0.42
1.05
0.62
1.62

t
*
*
*
*
*

0.03
0.04
0.03
0.11
0.08
0.05

235U(F)
235U(H)
236U(F)
236U(H)
237U(F)
238U(F)

2.06
1.09
2.32
1.55
3.50
4.05

*
*
*
~
t
A

0.20
0.13
0.23
0.17
0.28
0.29

1.67
0.93
2.21
1.30

f
t
*
t

0.04
0.03
0.24
0.20

238U(H)
237 Np(F)
237 Np(H)
238 Np(F)
238 Np(F)

2.76
1.14
0.97
2.16
0.79

t
*
~
*
~

0.25
0.12
0.11
0.19
0.09
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5.31 k 0.23
2.85 t 0.13
1.11 * 0.11

4.39 * 0.10
2.73 * 0.08

0.47 f 0.05

TABLE VIIL2
(continued)
Type of
Fission

239pu(T)
239pu(F)
239Pu(H)
240pu(F)
240pu(H)
241Pu(T)
241Pu(F)
242pu(F)
241Am(T)
241Am(F)
241Am(H)
242mAm(T)
243 Am(F)
242 Cm(F)
245 Cm(T)
249 Cf(T)
25 lCf(T)
252cf(s)
254Es(T)
255 Fro(T)

.

~
[BE 89]

0.76
0.68
0.38
0.81
0.51

~
t
t
*
*

0.04
0.08
0.06
0.09
0.07

1.41
1.42
1.43
0.53
0.51
0.26
0.78
0.80
0.14
0.64
0.16
0.75
0.65
0.46
0.28

i 0.09
k 0.14
* 0.14
* 0.07
A 0.06
* 0.05
~ 0.09
t 0.09
t 0.03
* 0.08
* 0.03
A 0.08
+ 0.07
~ 0.06
* 0.04

~

[Tut 79]

0.63
0.63
0.42
0.95
0.67

*
*
~
*
f

0.04
0.02
0.02
0.08
0.05

1.52 A 0.11
1.52 * 0.11
2.21 * 0.26

*Total delayed-neutron
yields ~ per 100 fissions obtained by the
summation
method for 43 fissioning
systems using 271 precursors
([BE 89]) (column 2) and from the evaluation by Tuttle (column 3),
([Tut 79]). As explained in the text, the symbols T, F, and H used in
column 1 refer to fission induced by thermal, fast, and high-energy
neutrons, respectively,
whereas the symbol S refers to spontaneous
fission.
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TABLE VIII.3
Delayed-neutron

.

.

.

(1)
53
35
37
35
35
39
53
33
37
53
35
37
39
35
51
55
37
33
55
55
52
52
53
36
35
37
51
39
36

137
89
94
90
88
981
138
85
95
139
87
93
99
91
135
143
96
86
144
145
136
137
140
93
92
97
136
100
94

yields per precursor for fission
by fast neutrons*

(2)

(3)

(4)

2.29 E-1
1.96 E-1
1.54 E-1
1.29 E-1
1.17 E-I
9.04E-2
7.77 E-2
7.71 E-2
6.04 E-2
5.93 E-2
5.24E-2
4.75 E-2
3.58 E-2
3 .24E-2
2.69 E-2
2.69 E-2
2.03 E-2
1.53 E-2
1.42E-2
1.42 E-2
1.35 E-2
1.19 E-2
1.18 E-2
1.03 E-2
7.82 E-3
7.78 E-3
7.27 E-3
6.42 E-3
6.41 E-3

5.4E-3
3.3 E-3
4.2E-3
1.7 E-3
3.OE-3
5.OE-3
4.2E-3
4.8 E-4
2.3 E-3
2.lE-3
2.lE-3
5.4E-3
4.8 E-3
5.9 E-4
6.3 E-4
4.2E-3
5.4E-4
1.7 E-4
1.5 E-3
3.4E-4
4.6E-3
1.6 E-3
4.5 E-4
1.7 E-3
8.2E-5
1.OE-4
7.7 E-5
2.2E-3
4.lE-4

4.OE-1
5.OE-1
2.2E-1
9.OE-1
2.6 E-1
9.6 E-1
3.OE-1
2.lE+O
2.3 E-1
4.OE-1
6.OE-2
4.OE-2
3.2E-1
3.3E+0
2.OE+O
8.OE-2
4.OE-1
3.5E+0
3.2E-1
9.OE-1
4.OE-1
5.OE-1
1.OE+O
1.lE-1
3.OE+O
8.OE-1
4.OE+l
1.9 E-1
2.2E+0

.
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of 235U

(5)
3.8 E-2
4.7 E-2
4.2E-2
4.4E-2
1.9 E-2
3.OE-2
2.2E-2
2.5 E-2
2.OE-2
2.OE-2
5.4E-3
7.3 E-3
1.OE-2
1.2EE-2
1.OE-2
7.OE-3
7.2E-3
5.7E-3
5.lE-3
5.OE-3
8.3 E-3
4.6 E-3
4.3 E-3
3.4E-3
2.8 E-3
2.7 E-3
9.lE-3
2.6 E-3
3.4E-3

(6)
14.0
12.0
9.4
7.9
7.2
5.5
4.8
4.7
3.7
3.6
3.2
2.9
2.2
2.0
1.7
1.7
1.2
0.94
0.87
0.86
0.83
0.73
0.72
0.63
0.48
0.48
0.44
0.39
0.39

TABLE VIII.3
(continued)
*These delayed-neutron
yields, which are included
in the JEF-2
evaluated
data file, are sorted by importance
(only the 29 most
important precursors are given) ([Bla 91]):
(1) precursor given by Z,A (I indicates an isomeric state),
yield for the precursor given
(2) value of the delayed-neutron
in (l),
(3) error (in %) on the cumulative fission yield,
(4) error (in %) on the neutron emission probability Pn,
yield given- in (1), and
(5) error (in %) on the delayed-neutron
of the delayed-neutron
yield given in (1) on
(6) contribution
the total delayed-neutron
yield ~.

TABLE VIII.4
Delayed-neutron

parameters*
Groups

(1)
a

L

0.0350
0.0133

(2)

0.1807
0.0327

(3)

(4)

0.1725
0.1208

0.3868
0.3028

(5)

(6)

0.1586
0.8495

0.0664
2.8530

*The delayed-neutron
parameters
(a, L) for the six temporal groups
are obtained by the summation method for the fission of 235U by fast
neutrons ([BE 89]).
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TABLE VIII.5
Average

energy

of delayed

neutrons

at various

Average
Interval
(s)
0.17
0.41
0.79
1.2
2.1
4.7
12.5
35.8

to 0.37
to 0.85
to 1.25
to
1.9
to 3.9
to 10.2
to 29.0
to 85.5

Lowell

482(12)
506(12)
502(12)
491(13)
478(14)
420(12)
441(17)

Energy

time intervals*

(keV)

271
Precursors

Six
Groups

508.6
501.0
498.0
496.6
494.0
477.7
457.7
476.2

506.5
502.2
499.6
498.6
497.3
485. L
466.7
468.5

*The average energy (in keV) is given for the delayed neutrons
emitted in various time intervals
(given in column
1) following
fission of 23SU by fast neutrons. The experimental results obtained at
Lowell (column 2, [Tan+ 86]) are compared with calculations with the
summation method using the initial 271 precursors (column 4), [BE
89]), and the six-group parameters
of Table VII.4 (column 5). The
values given in parentheses
following the Lowell data represent the
uncertainty in the last two digits, i.e., 473(14) must be interpreted as
473 * 14 keV ([BE 89]).

b

.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Fig. II. 1

Illustration
of the three phases of the fission process
from the formation on the initial state (supposed
to be
spherical
on the figure)
and scission
(two touching
fragments). For simplicity, the fission barrier is supposed
to present only one hump.

Fig. 11.2

Graphical representation
of various steps of the fission
process: (0) formation of the initial state, (1) scission, (2)
fragments
acquiring
90% of their total kinetic
energy
from their mutual Coulomb repulsion, (3) prompt neutron
emission, (4) prompt y-ray emission,
and (5) fragments
stopping
and decaying
by delayed
processes.
The
horizontal
scale indicates
the durations
of the various
phases of the fission process, whereas the vertical scale
indicates the distance between the two fragments
[WW
58].

Fig. 11.3

Schematic representation
on a (N,Z) chart of the formation
and decay of the fission
fragments
by prompt
and
delayed processes.
n~i is the number of ~-rays emitted by
fission

product

i.

o

Fig. 11.4

Contour lines of the potential
path
in
the
representation

Fig. 11.5

Potential
energy
surface
V(SI, s2) represented
as a
function of two deformation
coordinates
s 1 and S2 in the
vicinity of the point where V(SI, s2) presents a minimum
as a function of s 1 and a maximum as a function of sz.
This point is called the saddle point because the shape of
the PES looks like that of a saddle in this region.

Fig. 11.6

A one-dimensional
barrier calculations
hybrid) method:

.

energy V(SI, SZ) and fission
of the PES
with
two
deformation
para-meters
s 1 and sz. Two regions of low
potential
energy are connected
by a saddle,
and the
fission path is indicated by a dashed line.

illustration
obtained
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of the results of fissionwith the semiclassical
(or

(a)

rnacroscopk

energy

VM

( {S} ) 23S a

fUIICtkMI Of

deformation,
correction AE~h( {s }) as a function of
(b) shell-energy
deformation,
and
fission barrier obtained
when the
(c) double-hump
macroscopic
energy is combined with the shellenergy correction for a typical actinide nucleus.
In (a), V( (O}) is the deformation energy at sphericity. In
(b) and (c), the ground-state deformation
{so } is indicated
by an arrow.
When
comparing
experimental
and
calculated
barrier heights, one has to take into account
the vibrational energy of the ground state in the potential
well (roughly equal to 0.5 MeV).
Fig. H.7

Region of the (Z,N) nuclear chart showing the location of
all the presently known fission isomers with their halflives. Two values for the same nucleus
indicate
the
existence of spin isomers in the second minimum ([Hab
89]).

Fig. 11.8

Neutron-induced
fission cross section for 230Th in the
vicinity of the vibrational
resonance
at about 715 keV.
The abscissa
represents
the excitation
energy
of the
fissioning system. The open circles give the experimental
results. The solid line is the result of calculations made in
terms of a third minimum
of the fission barrier. The
dashed
line represents
the calculated
230 Th(d, pf)
probability ([B1o 89]).

Fig. 11.9

Experimental
results of the cross section for neutroninduced subthreshold fission of 2qTNp. These data clearly
show a strong intermediate-structure
effect ([Mic 68]).

Fig. II. 10

PES for 2QOPU obtained with the Hartree-Fock-Bogoly ubov
method by constraining
both the quadruple
and the
hexadecapole
moments
Q20 and Q40, respectively.
This
representation
shows the existence
of two families
of
shapes located in the fission and fusion valleys, VI and
V2, respectively ([BGG 89]).

Fig. 111.1

Effect of the Doppler broadening
on the shape of a BreitWigner resonance.
The solid line represents
the shape k

,

97

the absence of Doppler
represents the broadened

line

Fig. 111.2

Plot of the ratio f(x) = Teff/T of the effective temperature
T eff over the actual temperature T as a function of x =
@3
D/2T, where @D is the Debye temperature of the sample
([Mic 89]).

Fig. 111.3

Variation of the energy self-shielding
factor fH(~ ,~) as a
function of the parameter
~~o for several values of the

.

parameter

fl s ~‘2

([s00

62]).

Fig. IV. 1

Improvements
in the measurements
of the 2s gPu fission
cross section made at Los Alamos National Laboratory
(1955), at Argonne National
Laboratory
(1958), and at
Saclay (1968).

Fig. IV.2

Fits to the measured fission and total cross sections of
239Pu in the 50- to 100-eV and 800- to 900-eV intervals
([DSP 90]).

Fig. IV.3

Cumulative
sum of the number
resonances as a function of neutron
line corresponds
to the measured
solid line corresponds to a spacing of

Fig. IV.4

Level-spacing
distribution
for the ZS9PU resonances
observed
below 480-eV neutron energy. The histogram
corresponds
to the observed
spacings.
The solid line
represents
the
calculated
level-spacing
distribution
resulting
from
the
random
superposition
of two
uncorrelated
level-spacing
distributions
for the two spin
values (J = O and J = 1). Each distribution
obeys the
Wigner law ([DSP 90]).

Fig. IV.5

Integral distribution
of the reduced neutron widths for
the 239Pu
resonances
analyzed
below
480 eV. The
histogram
corresponds
to the observed resonances.
The
solid line corresponds
to a Porter-Thomas
distribution
calculated
with 216 levels, which results in an average
spacing of 2.17 eV. Note that small levels must be added

.

.

broadening,
and the dashed
shape for ~= 1.

98

of observed
23 g P u
energy. The staircase
data and the straight
2.4 eV ([DSP 90]).

to the observed
([DSP 90]).

ones

to fit

the

experimental

histogram

Fig. IV.6

Integral distribution
of the fission widths for the 239P u
resonances
analyzed
below 480 eV. The experimental
by the sum of two
data (histogram)
can be fitted
calculated
khi-square
distributions
(*) corresponding
to
the 1+ fission channel (small fission widths) and to the O+
The parameters
fission channels
(large fission widths).
used in the calculations are given in Table IV.3 ([DSP 90]).

Fig. IV.7

Ratio of the 23gPu fission cross section, as measured by
Weston and Tod ([WT 84]), to the same cross section as
evaluated by the ENDF/B -VI standards subcommittee.

Fig. IV.8

Results of several measurements
of the zs gPu fission
cross
section
in the MeV region
([YM
91]).
The
experimental
results were obtained
by Lisowski
et al.
([Lis+ 881) and Meadows ([Mea 88]). The dotted curve
connects the solid squares, which are the results of the
covariance
analysis performed for reactions for standards
in the ENDF/B -VI evaluated data file.

Fig. V. 1

Measured

-

2S5U fission cross section an@n),

multiplied

by

@,
obtained from the measurement
described
in
the
text (+) and from previous measurements
(*) ([DSP 73]).
The solid line represents the evaluated values in the file
ENDF/B-V,
normalized
to ~nf = 587.6 barns for thermal
neutrons ([WD 86]).
Fig. V.2

cross section
a~En),
as
Shape of the 235U fission
measured at the ILL for neutron energies between 6 and
60 ~eV. The dots give the measured values of ~~E.)~En
in relative units, and the solid line is a qualitative fit to
the data. The measured flux distribution of the very cold
neutrons used in the measurement
is also plotted ([Wag+
88]).

Fig. V.3

The neutron energy dependence of q for 2SSU. The open
circles represent the data obtained with the Geel linear
accelerator
used as a pulsed neutron source. The solid

99

line represents
the reference shape, and the dashed line
represents
the shape proposed from integral experiments
([San 87], [Wei+ 90]).
Fig. V.4

The neutron energy dependence of q for 235U. The open
circles represent
the data obtained
from measurements
at the ILL. The solid line represents the reference shape,
and the dashed line represents
the shape proposed from
integral experiments ([San 87], [Wei+ 90]).

Fig. VI.1

Independent

yields

IN

for

thermal-neutron-induced

fission of ZSSU from A; calculations. Sums of the IN values
over Z for each A give mass-number yields Y(A). Sums of
IN values over A for each Z give charge yields Y(Z). The
spikes in the charge yields illustrate the proton odd-even
effect, whereby yields for fragments with even-Z values
are favored compared with those for fragments with odd2 values ([Wah 89]).
Fig. VL2

Mass distribution
of the fission
products
neutron-induced
fission of 23SU by neutrons
energies (thermal, fast, 14 MeV) ([BBB 89]).

Fig. VI.3

Average masses of the light and heavy fission-product
groups as a function of the mass of the fissioning nucleus
([my+ 72]).

Fig. VL4

Schematic
(normalized
spontaneous

Fig. VI.5

Location of the fission fragments of the light group for
the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of 23 SU. The fission
fragments
are located
according
to their charge
and
neutron numbers, Z and N, respectively.
The solid line
represents
approximately
the line of ~ stability.
The
dashed line represents
a proton-to-neutron
ratio equal to
that of the fissioning nucleus ([BBB 89]).

Fig. VI.6

Isobaric charge distribution
for
mass number A = 93 produced
induced fission of ZSSU:

-

.

from
the
of different

of the fission-fragment
mass distributions
to 200% fission-fragment
yield)
for the
fission of transberkelium
isotopes ([Hof 89]).

100

fission products
having
in the thermal-neutron-

open circles
represent
measured
independent
yields,
“ closed
circles
represent
measured
cumulative
yields,
the solid line represents
a calculated
Gaussian
curve for the independent yields, and
the dotted line represents
a calculated
Gaussian
curve for the cumulative yields (Wah 65]).

●

●

●

Fig. VL7

Illustration of the mode of operation
mass spectrometer ([Mo1+ 75]).

of the LOHENGRIN

Fig. VL8

Pulse-height spectrum of the residual energy Ere~ = E - AE
of monoenergetic
fission fragments (having mass A = 97,
energy E = 98 MeV, and ionic charge q = 22) after passing
through a passive absorber (foil of parylene
C) where
they loose energy AE. The smooth curve is a computer fit
to the data ([QRS 79]).

Fig. VI.9

Arrangement
for experiments
using the fission-fragment
recoil mass spectrometer
HIAWATHA
and the Illinois
Advanced Nuclear Reactor ([DW 77]).

Fig. VI. 10

Charge yield distribution Y(Z) for the fission products of
the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z3SU. The solid
line results from calculations
using the A; model. The
open circles,
the closed circle, and the closed square
result from calculations
with the 2P model. The closed
circle and the closed square are calculated for Z = 50 and
z = 42, respectively (~ah
88]).

.

.

Fig. VI. 11 Independent
yields Yi(A, Z) and mass yields Y(A) for the
thermal-neutron-induced
fission
of 23 SU, as calculated
with the Ap model. The INs for each Z are connected by
dotted lines for odd-Z values; continuous lines for even-Z
values; and heavy, continuous lines for Z = 50 and for the
complementary
charge Z = 42. The charge numbers
are
shown inside the borders at the bottom. Sums of the INs
for each A give the calculated Y(A) shown as the heavy,
outer line. Experimental
values of the mass distribution
([FGG 751) are shown as empty squares (~ah
88]).
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Fig. VII. 1

~-ray heat Mb(t) multiplied by the cooling time t for the
of 235u.
The
~lo~ed
thermal-neutron-induced
fission
circles are the results
of integral
measurements
([Job
88] ). The open circles
are the results
of summation
calculations described in the text.

Fig. VII.2

~-ray heat Mb(t) multiplied by the cooling time t for the
thermal-neutron-induced
fission of 235U. The open circles
are the results of the summation method described in the
text.
The solid
line represents
the results
of the
summation
method using the Japanese
data file. The
dash-dot
line represents
the results
of the summation
method using the ENDF/B-V data file. The dash-dot-dot
line represents
the results
of the summation
method
using the French data file. Exact references
for these
calculations can be found in [Rud+ 88].

Fig. VII.3

~-ray burst function b(t) multiplied by the cooling time t
for the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of Z3SU. The open
circles are the results of the YAYOI integral experiments
([AA 82]). The solid
lines
are obtained
with
the
summation method using the data from ENDF/B-VI.
The
flags
O, 1, 2, and 3 correspond
to the various
contributions a, b, c, and d descfibed in the text.

Fig. VII.4

y-ray burst function g(t) multiplied by the cooling time t
for the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of ZSSU. The open
circles are the results of the YAYOI integral experiments
([AA
82]). The solid
lines
are obtained
with
the
summation method using the data from ENDF/B-VI.
The
flags
O, 1, 2, and 3 correspond
to the various
contributions a, b, c, and d described in the text.

Fig. VII.5

Total burst function m(t) multiplied by the cooling time t
for the fast-neutron-induced
fission of 238U. The open
circles are the results of the YAYOI integral experiments
([AA 82]). The solid
lines
are obtained
with
the
summation method using the data from ENDF/B-VI.
The
flags
O, 1, 2, and 3 correspond
to the various
contributions a, b, c, and d described in the text.

.’

.
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Fig. VII.6

y-ray burst function g(t) multiplied by the cooling time t
for the fast-neutron-induced
fission
of 238U.
The
experimental points come from the results of the YAYOI
integral experiments
([AA 82]). The curves come from
calculations
using the summation
method with different
data files indicated on the figure.

Fig. VII.7

y-ray burst function g(t) multiplied by the cooling time t
for the thermal-neutron-induced
fission of 23 gPu. The
open circles
are the results
of the YAYOI
integral
experiments
([AA 82]). The curves are obtained
from
calculations
using the summation
method with different
values of the y-ray energy EY of zs ZTC. The detailed
references
of the calculations
can be found in [RE 91].

Fig. VIII. 1 Schematic
88]).

description

of delayed-neutron

emission

([Eng+

Fig. VH1.2 Location of delayed-neutron
precursors on a (Z,N) nuclear
chart. These precursors
are located to the right of the
thick solid line. The fractional abundance is also indicated
for each precursor (> 10%, 1 to 10%, 0.1 to 1%) ([BE 89]).
Fig. VHI.3 Results of ~ for neutron-induced
fission
in 235 U as
obtained
from measurements
for neutron
energies
O-4
MeV and 14-15 MeV and from evaluations
for thermal
neutrons and for a soft fission spectrum ([Bla+ 90]).
Fig. VIII.4

Systematic
(3 ZF-AF)

of ~ plotted

as a function

of the parameter

of the fissioning system. The targets (with
ZF
the type of fission) or the spontaneously
fissioning nuclei
are indicated for each result ([Tut’ 79]).
x *

Fig. VIII.5 Comparison
of the total delayed-neutron
emission
rates
n d(t) in the fission induced in 23s U by fast neutrons as
obtained from the summation method using the six-group
parameters
of Table VIII.4 and from a measurement
following a fast fission pulse ([BE 89]).
Fig. VIH.6 Comparison
of the spectra of delayed
time interval 0.79 to 1.25 s following

103

neutrons
in the
fission of Z3SU

induced
fast
by
neutrons
as
obtained
from
a
measurement at Lowell ([Tan+ 86]) and from calculations
with the summation
method using either the six-group
parameters of Table VIII.4 or 271 precursors ([BE 89]).
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